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Introduction 
 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) has become a major tool in European environmental 
policy in the last 25 years. It rests on the assumption that the gathering of information, 
before making any decision about activities that could significantly affect the environment 
will improve environmental performance. Through EIA, public authorities are presented with 
environmental information from a range of sources, and have an opportunity to reflect on 
the impact of their decision; the developer of a particular project produces and receives 
environmental information, and similarly has an opportunity to reflect upon it. 
 
We believe, that EIA is crucial for the protection of environment as well as for the 
involvement of the public into environmental decision-making. Therefore in the recent years 
we produced legal analyses, case studies and position papers on issues relating to EIA in 
Members States of the EU, and also collected the relevant case law of the Court of Justice of 
the EU on EIA related matters.1 
 
In 2013, we continued our work on EIA. The Environmental Impact Assessment Directive 
(EIA-Directive2) is a crucial tool for the implementation of the sustainable development 
principle of the EU stated in Article 11 of the TFEU.3 This directive is to prevent negative 
impact of certain human activities on the environment, preserving certain environmental 
factors and preventing environmental harm. However, since the adoption of European EIA 
legislation in 19854 several gaps have emerged.5  
 
In 2010, a new consultation procedure for a new Directive was launched by the European 
Commission.6 As a result of a review process, on 26 October 2012, the European Commission 
adopted a proposal for a revised Directive. On 9 October 2013, the European Parliament 
adopted amendments to the proposal for a revised EIA Directive. The matter had been sent 
back to the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety for re-
consideration and the vote was put back to a later session.7  
 
 

                                                           
1
 http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/publications  

2
 Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on the assessment 

of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment. OJ L 26, 28.1.2012, p. 1–21. 
3
 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. OJ C 326, 26.10.2012, p. 47–390. 

4
 Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private 

projects on the environment. OJ L 175, 5.7.1985, p. 40–48. 
5
 http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/EIA_Position_paper_final.pdf In this position paper it is 

summarized, what the NGOs consider as main gaps of the current directive. 
6
 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/review.htm  

7
 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2012/0297(COD)&l=en  

http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/publications
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/EIA_Position_paper_final.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/review.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2012/0297(COD)&l=en
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Based on the practical experiences of our Member Organisations we prepared detailed 
comments and proposals in the review process and in the subsequent legislative procedure. 
The aim of these proposals and comments was to influence the final wording of the EIA 
Directive to overcome those issues which proved to be problematic in practice of the 
Member States.  
 
In the followings study we introduce case law examples concerning implementation of the 
EIA legislation of Austria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Romania and Spain. These 
practical examples present some of the most problematic points of the national 
implementation of the EU EIA legislation, namely the issues related to public participation in 
the EIA procedure, the problems of splitting of projects (salami slicing), the interpretation of 
connecting activities, evaluation of alternative scenarios, taking into account of climate 
change considerations in the EIA procedures, evaluation of cumulative effects of projects, 
suspensive effect of the judicial review procedure following the EIA authorization, etc. 
 
On the basisi of the EIA Directive there are different EIA systems blooming across Europe. 
However we all face very similar problems in practice, which means, that we have to 
endeavor to find common solutions as well. This might be realised during the revision of the 
current European EIA system, depending on the will and objectives of the relevant 
participants of the legislative procedure.  
 
Main issues of the revision of the EIA Directive 
 
Association Justice and Environment, our European network of Environmental Law 
Organisations, working in Europe and consisting of organisations from different countries 
dealing with environmental law, prepared a legal analysis and report in 2012 to the proposal 
of the European Commission. 8 In these papers we analysed and summarized those 
important issues, which are - based on the practical experiences of our lawyers from 
different Member States - of specific importance in order to facilitate the review of the 
Directive towards high level of environmental protection.9     
 
Taking into consideration the outcome of our work we would like to highlight the following 
points which we consider are paramount for a good and useful review of the text of the 
Directive: 
 
Conformity of the Directive with the provisions of the Aarhus Convention 
Both the European Union and the Member States are parties to the Convention. Based on 
our practical experiences and on the relevant case law of the Aarhus Compliance Committee 
(ACCC), we are convinced that the current text of the Directive does not ensure the full 
compliance of the EU and its Member States with the provisions of the Aarhus Convention10 
regarding public participation11 namely in following aspects:  
 

                                                           
8
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/2012/EIA%20position%20paper%20new%20Directive%202

012_1.pdf  
9
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/20130709%20Letter%20to%20members%20of%20the%20E

NVI_final.pdf  
10

 http://www.unece.org/environmental-policy/treaties/public-participation/aarhus-convention.html  
11

 http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/2012/EIA%20analysis%202012(2).pdf  

http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/2012/EIA%20position%20paper%20new%20Directive%202012_1.pdf
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/2012/EIA%20position%20paper%20new%20Directive%202012_1.pdf
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/20130709%20Letter%20to%20members%20of%20the%20ENVI_final.pdf
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/20130709%20Letter%20to%20members%20of%20the%20ENVI_final.pdf
http://www.unece.org/environmental-policy/treaties/public-participation/aarhus-convention.html
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/2012/EIA%20analysis%202012(2).pdf
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Public participation in screening procedures 
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 2 paragraph (4), Article 4 paragraph (2): Permitting 
procedures for Annex I. projects must also meet the public participation standards of the 
Convention. 12 The role of public participation in the screening processes of the Directive, 
including those for Annex II projects and those requiring consideration of trans-boundary 
consultation obligations, needs to be better defined.  
 
Therefore amendments of Article 4, Article 2 and Article 7 of the Directive in a way to ensure 
public participation regarding screening procedures would be crutial. 
 
Access to justice in screening and scoping procedures 
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 11: In the framework of access to justice provisions, the 
Convention requires the parties, to provide adequate and effective remedies, including 
injunctive relief as appropriate, which shall be fair, equitable, timely and not prohibitively 
expensive. Article 9 (2) of the Convention has been implemented through Article 11 of the 
Directive, and should explicitly include screening and scoping decisions. This will clarify 
conformance with the Convention.13 Therefore, members of the public concerned shall have 
access to a review procedure to challenge the legality of the outcome of the EIA screening 
process in all cases. 

 
Similarly, Article 11 of the Directive is too vague and leaves a too wide margin of 
appreciation to the Member States and their national laws to decide the exact meaning of 
fair, equitable, timely and not prohibitively expensive legal remedies.14  
 
In order to fulfil the requirement of „effective remedy” and „timely procedure”, the 
Directive shall include two major points: first of all, there should be a minimum time-span 
awarded to the public concerned to raise objections against a decision and start review 
proceedings before a court or another independent body. Secondly, the Directive should 
prohibit execution of decisions before the review procedure has been closed. 
 
Time frames for public participation 
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 6 paragraph (6): The procedure and necessary steps for public 
participation in the EIA are specified in Article 6 of the Directive. Some of the provisions of 
the Convention are transposed literally; however, this does not automatically mean that the 
Convention is implemented correctly. The case law of the ACCC provides a useful guideline 
for setting time-frames. Whilst the characteristics of a project have to be taken into account 
when setting a time frame for public participation, a time-span of at least 6 weeks should be 
provided for in the EIA Directive as a minimum standard to prepare and participate 
effectively. 
  

                                                           
12

 Aarhus Convention Article 6. paragraph (1) point b).  
13

 Aarhus Convention Article 9 paragraph (2), (3), (4), Article 6 paragraph (1) point (b), Article 6 paragraph (4). 
14

 Compared to the provisions of Article 9 (4) of the Aarhus Convention. 
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Effective public participation    
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 1 paragraph (2) point c), Article 6 paragraph (5): Based on the 
provisions15 of the Convention, public participation shall be provided when all options are 
open and effective public participation can take place. However in practice, both the 
provisions of the EIA Directive and the Industrial Emissions Directive16 are often interpreted 
in a way that allows for public participation to take place after the project is already 
constructed or construction works have already started.  
 
Therefore, based on our opinion, the Directive must provide a clear obligation to provide for 
public participation before any construction work has taken place. The IPPC Directive should 
be amended accordingly or alternatively, projects covered by the IPPC Directive should be 
included in Annex I of the Directive.  
 
Outcomes of public participation    
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 8: Article 6 (8) of the Convention obliges the parties to ensure 
that due account is taken of the outcome of the public participation procedure. The 
corresponding provision of the Directive states that the results of the public participation 
procedure shall be taken “into consideration” by the competent authority. Whilst Article 8 of 
the Directive could be interpreted in consistency with the Convention, „a similar formulation 
in the Directives as in the Convention could probably help to ensure adequate 
implementation of the Convention”.17In our opinion, a stronger wording of the Directive 
would serve legal certainty. 
 
The quality of the environmental impact assessment studies  
 
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 5 paragraph (1) point a): At this moment the Directive does 
not ensure that the environmental impact assessment studies prepared or ordered by the 
developer contain objective, accurate and verifiable data, nor does it ensure that these 
studies comply with the expected appropriate quality standards (and are not copy-pasted 
from other studies of different projects).   
 
In order to eliminate these inefficiencies, we encourage to introduce a wording into the 
revised EIA Directive that obliges Member States to ensure the quality control and 
accountability of EIA studies. This can be ensured for example by establishing a registry of 
qualified EIA consultants, holding consultants directly accountable for false or fraudulent 
information or imposing a general code of conduct for EIA consultants.  
 
Another step towards a transparent European EIA system would be to introduce in the text 
of the proposal the requirement of compulsory online publication of EIA studies.  
 
Introduction of the alternatives of the proposed project and the requirement of selection of 
the most environmental friendly alternative 
 

                                                           
15

 Aarhus Convention Article 6. paragraph (4). 
16

 Directive 2008/1/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 January 2008 concerning integrated 
pollution prevention and control (Codified version), OJ L 24, 290.1.2008, p. 8. 
17

 Procedure ACCC/C/2006/17 (EC) Findings and recommendations of 02.05.2008. ECE/MP.PP/2008/5/Add.10 
para 50. 
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Directive 2011/92/EU Article 5 paragraph (1): The present wording of the Directive does not 
require developers to take into account more alternatives of the planned project and 
evaluate them from environmental point of view.  
 
In order to strengthen environmental aspects of project proposals we consider the Directive 
must require the elaboration and evaluation of project alternatives. This would help 
environmental authorities to choose and finally authorize the given project alternative, 
which is less harmful for the environment, based on the relevant guidance documents of the 
European Commission and on the exact details and place of the given project.  
 
Correspondence between EIA and SEA procedures 
 
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 2 paragraph (3): Next to the obligation to coordinate or join the 
different assessments of the effects on the environment of the projects, the Directive shall 
also require that assessments of related plans/programmes (SEAs) and projects (EIAs) are 
coordinated. If a plan or programme, which is subject to SEA according to the Strategic 
Environmental Assessment Directive18 represents a compulsory basis for a project, then EIA 
for such project shall not be carried out prior to the SEA. Results of SEA procedure for such 
plan should be taken into account and respected in EIA for the project which is regulated by 
the plan.  
 
The amendment of the Directive in this way would terminate current contradictions of 
practice, where SEA and EIA procedures are launched parallel and irrespective of each other 
undermining the goals and aims of both Directives.   
 
Monitoring measures 
 
Directive 2011/92/EU Article 8: The actual wording of the Directive does not require the 
elaboration of a monitoring programme within the framework of the EIA procedure and its 
implementation, although it would serve the prevention and mitigation of negative 
environmental impacts and an obvious possibility for the relevant environmental authorities 
and the public concerned to follow up the impacts of already implemented projects. 
 
We consider it necessary to include into the text of the Directive the introduction of 
monitoring measures in the framework of the EIA study, together with the relevant 
sanctions for those cases, when the monitoring programme is not implemented properly. 
Also the public concerned has to be given the right to be informed of the planned 
monitoring measures and of the implementation of these measures.    
 
Amendment of the Annexes of the Directive 
 
Directive 2011/92/EU Annex I: Technical progress and development makes the review of 
the Annexes of the Directive periodically inevitable. The extraction of unconventional fossil 
fuels, like shale gas is one of the priorities in an increasing number of the EU Member States, 
although at this moment we do not have enough scientific knowledge and practical  

                                                           
18

 Directive 2001/42/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2001 on the assessment of 
the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment. 
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experiences on the long-term consequences of this kind of industrial activities. Therefore we 
consider it important to include the activity of shale gas extraction into Annex I. of the 
Directive. 
 
Finally, we find it important to highlight that the above listed and summarized needs for 
changes in the text of the Directive keep the flexibility of national legislation to adapt the 
exact text of national regulations to special needs and systems of the Member States. The 
aim of the revision is not to introduce more stringent regulations regarding EIA procedures, 
but to create a more effective system with less administrative burdens. 
 
Experiences from practice show, that the current system is not working properly and not as 
effective as intended by the European decision-makers when they created the EIA Directive. 
We should learn from the practical experiences, from the practice of the ACCC and of the 
Court of Justice of the European Union. 
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Case law examples from the EU member countries – Austria19 
 

Case Summary 

 
1. Title: A5 – Northern National Highway – Section II 
 

Section II 
Schrick - 
Poysbrunn 

Applicant/Authority/Claimant 
Case 
reference 

Date 

Project 
Application 

ASFINAG  4.11.2005 

First instance 
decision 

Federal Minister for Transport, 
Innovation and Technology 

BMVIT-
312.505/0007-
II/ST-
ALG/2009 

18.11.200920 

Complaint with 
the 
Administrative 
Court 

ÖKOBÜRO 
Citizens’ group 
Municipality Dolní Dunajovice 
Ekologicky Pravni Servis EPS 
Brno reditelka Ekologického 
institutu Veronica 

  

a) Decision: 
suspensive effect 

Dismissed 2010/06/0001 08.06.201021 

b) Decision: 
substantive 
points 

Dismissed 2010/06/0002 24.08.201122 

 
2. Description of the project: The projected A5 Wien-Brno motorway proposes to connect 
Vienna (Austria) and Brno (Czech Republic). The construction of the A5 was planned in three 
sections – every section underwent a separate EIA procedure (failure to carry out EIAs for 
the whole project according to Art 2/1 EIA Directive). The current analysis is about the 
Section II (Schrick – Poysbrunn) which was authorized with 18th November 2009. Due to 
political discrepancies and financial shortages EIA proceedings for the third section 
(submittal: August 2006) are still open.23 Climate Change considerations have not been 
adequately assessed within the EIA and consequently no serious evaluation of alternative 
scenarios has been made by the authority. Effective access to justice has not been possible 
as the complaint with the Administrative Court (the appellate body in his proceedings) is not  

                                                           
19

 Written by Birgit Schmidhuber, ÖKOBÜRO, Austria. Contact: birgit.schmidhuber@oekobuero.at  
20

http://www.bmvit.gv.at/verkehr/strasse/autostrasse/a5/verfahren/download/schrick_poysbrunn/genehmigu
ng.pdf  
21

http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/Vwgh/JWT_2010060001_20100608A00/JWT_2010060001_20100608A
00.pdf  
22

http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/Vwgh/JWT_2010060002_20110824X00/JWT_2010060002_20110824X
00.pdf  
23

UBA, EIA Database: 
http://www.umweltbundesamt.at/umweltsituation/uvpsup/uvpoesterreich1/uvpdatenbank/uvp_online/?cgipr
oxy_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.umweltbundesamt.at%2Fuvpdb%2Fpz21schema.pl%3Fsession%3DxPc4il30ssIS
wTtSIX1CTPBA%26set%3D1%26idx%3D4  

mailto:birgit.schmidhuber@oekobuero.at
http://www.bmvit.gv.at/verkehr/strasse/autostrasse/a5/verfahren/download/schrick_poysbrunn/genehmigung.pdf
http://www.bmvit.gv.at/verkehr/strasse/autostrasse/a5/verfahren/download/schrick_poysbrunn/genehmigung.pdf
http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/Vwgh/JWT_2010060001_20100608A00/JWT_2010060001_20100608A00.pdf
http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/Vwgh/JWT_2010060001_20100608A00/JWT_2010060001_20100608A00.pdf
http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/Vwgh/JWT_2010060002_20110824X00/JWT_2010060002_20110824X00.pdf
http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/Vwgh/JWT_2010060002_20110824X00/JWT_2010060002_20110824X00.pdf
http://www.umweltbundesamt.at/umweltsituation/uvpsup/uvpoesterreich1/uvpdatenbank/uvp_online/?cgiproxy_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.umweltbundesamt.at%2Fuvpdb%2Fpz21schema.pl%3Fsession%3DxPc4il30ssISwTtSIX1CTPBA%26set%3D1%26idx%3D4
http://www.umweltbundesamt.at/umweltsituation/uvpsup/uvpoesterreich1/uvpdatenbank/uvp_online/?cgiproxy_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.umweltbundesamt.at%2Fuvpdb%2Fpz21schema.pl%3Fsession%3DxPc4il30ssISwTtSIX1CTPBA%26set%3D1%26idx%3D4
http://www.umweltbundesamt.at/umweltsituation/uvpsup/uvpoesterreich1/uvpdatenbank/uvp_online/?cgiproxy_url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.umweltbundesamt.at%2Fuvpdb%2Fpz21schema.pl%3Fsession%3DxPc4il30ssISwTtSIX1CTPBA%26set%3D1%26idx%3D4
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automatically granted suspensive effect and in this case it was not even granted upon 
request. 
 
3. The EIA according to the Austrian Environmental Impact Assessment Act 200024. 
As the project refers to the construction of a national highway the third section of the EIA-
Act was applied and the development consent procedure was carried out in accordance to 
these provisions. 
 
The competent authority was the Federal Minister for Transport, Innovation and 
Technology (Art 24/1 and 2 EIA-Act). The proceedings are partially consolidated – which 
means that the Federal Minister of Transport, Innovation and Technology shall apply all 
approval provisions that are required for the project’s implementation under federal 
administrative law and otherwise would have to be applied by himself/herself or another 
federal minister. Art 24/3 EIA Act states that “the Land governor shall perform a partly 
consolidated development consent procedure in which he/she shall apply the rest of the 
approval provisions required for the project’s implementation under federal administrative 
law, also to the extent that they fall in the domain of the municipalities. The administrative 
district authority may be entrusted with the performance of the partly consolidated 
development consent procedure in full or in part if this is in the interest of expediency, speed, 
simplicity and cost savings.” 
 
The only legal protection against the before mentioned projects (as the Transport Minister 
organizationally is a last instance organ) lies with a complaint with the Administrative or 
Constitutional Court. 
 
Basically the project applicant files the application with the competent authority. The 
application needs to contain an Environmental Impact Statement 
(“Umweltverträglichkeitserklärung” – UVE), which tends to describe the planned project, a 
description of environmental impacts, alternative scenarios, measures to prevent 
environmental risks and damages etc. The ombudsman for the environment, the 
Environmental Minister and other involved authorities may make comments on this 
statement. Furthermore the application and its annexes are to be made public and everyone 
can comment them. An expert opinion evaluating the environmental impacts of the project 
will be issued. An oral hearing is held afterwards where all parties and their doubts and 
objections may be heard. Proceedings end with the issuance or denial of the permit by the 
competent authority. 
 
The Austrian EIA Act itself defines what has been assessed as a “project”. Article 2/2 EIA Act 
states: “Project” shall mean the establishment of a facility or any other intervention in nature 
and landscape, including all the measures that are spatially and functionally related 
thereto. A project may comprise one or more installations or interventions if these are 
spatially and functionally related.” 
Furthermore the law prescribes that the authority shall reject the application if serious 
environmental pressures are to be expected due to the project and its impact and those 
cannot be prevented or reduced to a tolerable level by obligations, conditions, deadlines, 
other requirements, project modifications or offsetting measures (cp. Art 24h/4 EIA-Act). 

                                                           
24

 BGBl. Nr. 697/1993, StF 
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The final development consent can be challenged by the parties of the EIA proceedings with 
the Administrative Court. Regarding the effect of such a complaint on the realization of the 
project, Article 30/1 and 2 Administrative Court Act25 prescribe: “(1) The complaints have no 
suspensive effect by virtue of the law. The same is true for a motion for reinstatement to the 
previous legal position because of expiry of the period of time allowed for the complaint. 
(2) Upon request of petitioner, however, the Administrative Court is to issue an order in 
favour of the suspensive effect, unless it would be contrary to mandatory public interest and 
after consideration of all interests affected, whether the implementation or the use of the 
license by a third party, as granted by a ruling, would constitute an unreasonable 
disadvantage for petitioner. After any considerable change in the circumstances relevant for 
the decision in favour of the suspensive effect of the complaint, the matter has to be decided 
anew in case of being requested by a party. The reasons for the decision in favour of the 
suspen-sive effect need only be stated if interests of third parties are affected.” 
 
4. Obstacles 
a) Salami-Slicing 
The EIA proceedings have been carried out on one section of the A5 Northern National 
Highway – so the assessments on air pollutants, emissions etc. harmful to the environment 
did refer only to territorial limited effects of the whole project. The applicants brought up, 
that it is illegitimate to cover only part of the whole project by the respective EIA 
proceedings – the Administrative Court expressly ruled this admissible (cp. VwGH 
24.08.2011, 2010/06/0002). 
 
b) Climate Change 
The first instance authority did not evaluate the likely impacts of the project on climate in 
an adecuate way by providing only superficial and inconsistent assessments like "climate 
change effects remain low" or "limited climatic impacts are restricted to the area around the 
traces”. 
 
c) Effective Access to Justice 
The Austrian EIA-Act does provide for a different procedure regarding railway high-speed 
lines and motorways. The only remedy possible is with the Administrative Court which acts 
according to different procedural rules than the Independent Environmental Tribunal (the 
second instance regarding all other EIA-procedures). Furthermore suspensive effect of a 
complaint with the Administrative Court is no automatism. In this case the complaint with 
the Administrative Court was not granted suspensive effect (cp. VwGH 08.06.2010, 
2010/06/0001 – 11). 
 
5. Conclusions 

 By splitting the procedures an overall assessment of environmental impacts for the 
whole motorway project is hardly possible – especially considering that the impact 
assessment for the northern part - which started already in 2006 - has still not been 
finished. 

 The consequent ignorance of climate relevant factors within individual EIAs 
especially in the transport sector as a big emitter – with its territorial comprehensive 
extensions – will definitely thwart the attainment of climate protection aims in the  

                                                           
25

 Administrative Court Act 1985 as amended by Federal Law Gazette I Nr. 33/2013. 
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long run. Recalling that in certain other EIA procedures (cp. EIA Case Summary – 
Gössendorf-Kahlsdorf. July 2012) climate change arguments are indeed assessed 
(climate change is in the public interest) and used as justification by the authority to 
authorize projects with have huge negative impacts on other environmental factors 
– thus the assumption arises that climate change is used as strategic instrument to 
the pursuance of economic interests - in some cases serving as thought-terminating 
cliché and in others left completely aside with the argument “this global 
phenomenon” is not to be combated on the project level within single EIAs. 

 Thus the competent authority needs to put even more emphasis on the design 
alternative scenarios supporting the reduction of emissions and fostering climate 
protection – An assessment cannot be just excluded by indicating that this is a 
political responsibility on national and international level. 
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Case law examples from the EU member countries – Czech Republic26 
 
Prunéřov II. coal-fired power plant  
1. Short general description of the project  
 
1.1 Place, developer, importance of the poject from environmental point of view  
 
The Prunéřov coal power plant complex is situated on the western edge of the North-
Bohemian brown coal basin near the town of Chomutov. It consists of two units; the 
Prunéřov I. power station began operations between 1967 and 1968, the Prunéřov II power 
station between 1981 and 1982. The complex, consisting of the 4 x 110 MW Prunéřov I. and 
the 5 x 210 MW Prunéřov II., is the largest single industrial source of CO2, SO2, and NOx 
emissions in the Czech Republic, emitting more than nine million tons of CO2 annually. It is 
operated by the state owned CEZ Group (CEZ), the country's largest power company. 
 
In 2008 CEZ submitted to the Ministry of the Environment (Ministry) an announcement of its 
project to replace three existing blocks in the larger part of the complex – Prunéřov II. – and 
prolong its operations for another twenty-five years. However, the proposed project 
involves use of an out-dated technology and failed to comply with the Reference Documents 
for Best Available Techniques (BREF) minimal requirement of 42% net energy efficiency.27 
This fact would result in additional and unnecessary CO2, SO2, and NOx emissions. However, if 
Prunéřov II. used the best available technology (BAT) with the higher efficiency, CO2 

emissions could be lowered further to 3.9 million tonnes a year. Overall, the difference will 
amount to 12.4 million tonnes of CO2 over 25 years. 
 
Besides, the impacts of the proposed project to Special Protection Areas (SPA) and Sites of 
Community Importance (SCI) of coherence of Natura 2000 habitats were not assessed during 
the EIA procedure, although it should be done in accordance with Czech Act No. 114/1992 
Coll. This Act implements Council Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation 
of wild birds and Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural 
habitats and of wild fauna and flora into the Czech legal code. 
 
1.2 Affected parties, authorities 
 
The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) procedure was undertaken. The competent 
authority was the Ministry of the Environment. Besides the affected municipalities, 
concerned public authorities and the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM- see part 1.3 
below) and also private entities participated in the process (NGOs, regional branch of the 
Green party). 
 
 
 

                                                           
26

 Written by Environmental Law Service (EPS), Czech Republic. brno@eps.cz  
27

 According to the European Commission reference document on BAT for Large Combustion Plants, any new 
power plant should be equipped with technology that allows it to be operated between 42% and 45% net 
energy efficiency. European Commission, Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control: Reference Document on 
Best Available Techniques for Large Combustion Plants, LCP (2006), 11, 268–269, available at 
http://eippcb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reference/BREF/lcp_bref_0706.pdf. 

mailto:brno@eps.cz
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In February 2010, the Ministry asked the Norwegian consulting company Det Norske Veritas 
(DNV) for an international third-party assessment of the project. DNV concluded28 that the 
proposed project failed to comply with the Reference Documents for Best Available 
Techniques (BREF) minimal requirement of 42% net energy efficiency and that the 
corresponding local technical grounds to support this deviation had not been sufficiently 
explored. The difference was calculated to have an impact of 205,082 tons of CO2 per annum 
(p.a.). 
 
On April 29, 2010, the Ministry issued an affirmative EIA statement on the CEZ project.29  In 
respect of non-compliance with BAT requirements the Ministry confirmed that the plan must 
be considered as a new installation for which the minimum net energy efficiency 
requirement of 42% applies. Since this requirement will not be reached, CEZ was requested 
to suggest - according to DNV report’s calculations - a compensation plan that would offset 
the additional CO2 emission of 205,082 tonnes of CO2 p.a. at its other projects. By imposing 
this requirement in the EIA statement, the Ministry clearly reacted on the public objections 
of the project’s insufficient energy efficiency which were raised by NGOs and FSM. 
 
1.3 Transboundary EIA 
 
On December 3, 2009, the FSM Office of Environment and Emergency Management (OEEM) 
wrote to the Ministry to request a transboundary environmental impact assessment (TEIA) 
of the project for the refurbishment of the Prunéřov II. power plant. The FSM OEEM made 
the request because its territory could be affected by the potential climate impacts caused 
by the project’s CO2 emissions. On December 21, 2009, the FSM OEEM received a letter from 
the Ministry that stated that comments on the project are “welcomed” and that its 
suggestions would be “employed and taken into consideration in issuing the statement or in 
further stages of the approval process.” 
 
On January 4, 2010, the FSM OEEM submitted its viewpoint on the project to the Ministry, 
expressing its concerns about the project and providing information on the state of the 
environment in the affected territory of the FSM. The FSM OEEM also pointed out that the 
proposed project failed to reach the minimum 42% net energy efficiency for a new power 
plant and that this would result in higher emissions of CO2. In addition, the climate impacts 
of the project were not assessed in the EIA documentation or in the expert report to the EIA 
documentation. The FSM OEEM posited that the aforementioned failures made the project  

                                                           
28

 DNV CLIMATE CHANGE SVCS., THIRD PARTY ASSESSMENT OF THE COMPREHENSIVE REFURBISHMENT OF THE 
PRUNÉŘOV II POWER PLANT: DRAFT REPORT FOR THE MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE CZECH 
REPUBLIC, 3 (Mar. 17, 2010) [hereinafter DNV], available at: 
http://www.mzp.cz/C1257458002F0DC7/cz/news_TZ_100318_DNV/$FILE/100317%20Final%20Report%20-
%203rd%20Party%20Assessment%20DNV.pdf . 
29

 The Czech government intervened in the process and called for approval of the project, and the Czech Prime 
Minister insisted on a quick decision. Under immense pressure, Czech Environment Minister Jan Dusik resigned 
on March 18, 2010, rather than approve CEZ Group’s EIA. Rob Cameron, Minister Resigns after Pressure from 
PM over Controversial Power Plant, RADIO PRAHA (Mar. 19, 2010), 
http://www.radio.cz/en/section/curraffrs/minister-resigns-after-pressure-from-pm-over-controversial-power-
plant . Rut Bízková took his position. She previously worked as a spokeswoman for the CEZ Group in the 1990s. 
Tom Clifford & Gabriella Hold, Compromised Minister Set to Approve Coal Plant Expansion, THE PRAGUE POST 
(Apr. 28, 2010), http://www.praguepost.com/news/4272-compromised-minister-set-to-approve-coal-plant-
expansion.html  

http://www.mzp.cz/C1257458002F0DC7/cz/news_TZ_100318_DNV/$FILE/100317%20Final%20Report%20-%203rd%20Party%20Assessment%20DNV.pdf
http://www.mzp.cz/C1257458002F0DC7/cz/news_TZ_100318_DNV/$FILE/100317%20Final%20Report%20-%203rd%20Party%20Assessment%20DNV.pdf
http://www.radio.cz/en/section/curraffrs/minister-resigns-after-pressure-from-pm-over-controversial-power-plant
http://www.radio.cz/en/section/curraffrs/minister-resigns-after-pressure-from-pm-over-controversial-power-plant
http://www.praguepost.com/news/4272-compromised-minister-set-to-approve-coal-plant-expansion.html
http://www.praguepost.com/news/4272-compromised-minister-set-to-approve-coal-plant-expansion.html
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in substantial conflict with EU and Czech law and therefore asked the Ministry to issue a 
negative final statement on the EIA. 
 
The EIA statement mentioned that the FSM had submitted its viewpoint and summarized the 
fact that it expressed disagreement with the climate protection and BAT compliance 
elements of the project. The Ministry responded that the project cannot seriously affect the 
environment and populations outside the Czech Republic because its realization will reduce 
the current emissions of major air pollutants and because the CO2 emissions of the plant are 
marginal compared to global emissions.  
 
2. Description of the relevant national legislation  
 
The entire EIA procedure takes place according to Act No. 100/2001 Coll., on environmental 
impact assessment, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “EIA Act”). This Act 
transposes and implements two EU directives, namely the Directive of the European 
Parliament and the Council 2011/92/EU, on the assessment of effects of certain public and 
private projects on the environment, and also the Directive of the European Parliament and 
the Council 2001/42/EC, on the assessment of effects of certain plans and programmes on 
the environment.  
 
According to the EIA Act the Czech EIA procedure can be described as follows: 
 
A developer submits an “announcement” which describes the main characteristics of the 
project, to the responsible authority (Ministry of Environment or regional office – 
hereinafter “the EIA authority).  
 
The EIA authority publishes the announcement on the web and sends it to the affected 
municipalities, who are responsible for informing the local public on the official notice board 
and by at least one more “locally typical” way. The public (anyone) can send written 
comments to the EIA authority within 20 days. 
 
The first part of the EIA procedure follows, combining both “scoping” and “screening” of the 
project. This first part is finished by a “conclusion” issued by the “EIA authority”. For “Annex 
II projects, the EIA procedure can end at this stage, if the authority decides so (in that case, 
the “conclusion” plays a role of “screening decision”). 
 
In other cases, the developer must send detailed documentation, prepared by the 
authorised person hired by the developer, to the EIA authority. The EIA authority and 
affected municipalities inform the public about the documentation (the same way as in the 
“announcement stage”. Public can send written comments within 30 days.  
 
After that period, the EIA authority hires another authorised person, who evaluates the 
quality of the documentation and provides an expert report about it. The EIA authority and 
affected municipalities inform the public about an expert report (the same way as in 
previous stages. Public can send written comments to within 30 days.  
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If there were “negative comments” to the documentation and/or the expert report (it is not 
always clear, what does the term “negative comments”  mean), a public hearing must take 
place no later than 35 days from the date when the expert report was published.  
 
Consequently, the EIA authority issues its “final opinion”, an EIA statement, in which it 
expresses its approval or disapproval with the project and proposes conditions for its 
preparation, realization and operation. 
 
The EIA Act states that the EIA statement it is an “expert basis” for further related 
administrative proceedings of the proposed project. Authorities issuing subsequent 
decisions should consider the content of the EIA statement and include its conditions to 
their decisions (permits). However, they can issue a permit despite the unfavourable EIA 
statement; in such case, they should justify in their decision why they have departed from 
the EIA statement, respectively from its result. Similarly, they should justify why they have 
decided not to respect any of the EIA statement conditions. 
 
The Czech EIA Act takes climate change aspects into consideration in the EIA procedure in 
the following way:  
 
Pursuant para 2 of the EIA Act, “Scope of the Assessment”: The assessment shall comprise 
the impacts on public health and the impacts on the environment, including impacts on fauna 
and flora, ecological systems, the soil, the geological environment, water, air, climate,… and 
on the mutual interactions and connections between them. 
 
Further, Annex No. 4 to the EIA Act establishes the “Requisites of Documentation”, in Part C, 
Information on the state of the environment in the affected territory: 2. Characteristics of 
the current state of the environment in the affected territory (e.g. air and climate, water, soil, 
geological environment and natural resources,…).  
 
Similarly, Part D, “Complex characteristics and evaluation of the impacts of the plan on the 
population and environment” includes part I. Characteristics of expected impacts of the plan 
on the population and the environment and evaluation of their magnitude and importance, 
point 2: Impacts on the air and climate. 
 
3. Evaluation 
 
3.1 Not assessing alternatives (Article 5.1 and 5.3 of EIA Directive) 
 
Article 5 par. 1 and par. 3 in connection with Annex IV of EIA Directive says that the 
developer should provide among other information “an outline of the main alternatives 
studied by the developer and an indication of the main reasons for this choice, taking into 
account the environmental effects“ as well. 
 
The Ministry required CEZ to consider alternatives with higher net energy efficiency, 
between 42% and 45% at the end of the screening process. CEZ, however, did not propose 
any alternatives in the EIA documentation and insisted on developing the project without 
substantial changes. 
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3.2 Failure of meeting BAT criteria 
 
The subject of the refurbishment plan is the replacement of three existing generation units 
of 210 MWe, with three units having a higher output of 250 MWe, consisting particularly of 
complete replacement of existing boilers; complete replacement of technological equipment 
in the part behind the boilers; complete replacement of the turbo units, including power 
equipment, generators and other components of the machinery room; installation of new 
desulphurization equipment for new units. Thus the project clearly meets the definition of a 
new facility, in the sense of IPPC Act and the respective Directive 2008/1/EC.  
 
However, CEZ was trying in the EIA Documentation to present its project simply as a 
reconstruction of an existing facility. Unit net thermal efficiency, in accordance with BREF 
requirements for a new facility, is 42 - 45%, while in case of renovation of an existing facility 
(i.e. reconstruction), the indication level for BAT can be expected at the level of 36-40%, or 
an improvement of more than 3 percentage points. Thus, CEZ was trying to avoid its 
obligation to use better and more efficient technology, pretending the project is a mere 
reconstruction.  
 
Although the Ministry confirmed in the EIA statement that the project is a new installation 
(and not just only a reconstruction), CEZ was requested to suggest a compensation plan that 
would offset the additional CO2 emission of 205,082 tonnes of CO2 p.a. according to DNV 
report’s calculations.  However, later the regional office decided in the IPPC permit that the 
proposed project of Prunéřov II meets the BAT criteria and therefore no compensation plan 
is needed.   
 
3.3 Failures of public participation in the EIA procedure  
 
Another failure of the EIA procedure was that DNV third-party assessment of the project - 
that presented in fact an expert evaluation of the EIA documentation - was prepared out of 
the EIA procedure and affected parties could not even sent written comments to the DNV 
report. Based on the DNV report’s calculations a compensation plan was requested then. 
 
3.4 Failures of the subsequent permitting procedures 
 
Following the EIA statement the proposed project of Prunéřov II. power plant refurbishment 
received all necessary zoning, building and IPPC permits. Although the public (especially 
NGOs) actively participated in these processes, the competent authorities did not reflect 
their objections. EPS filed three lawsuits against these permits; however the administrative 
court in Ústí nad Labem did not admit suspensive effect to none of them. Thus, CEZ can 
safely continue preparing and implementing the Prunéřov II. project without any 
compensations.   
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R52 (Pohorelice-Mikulov) high-speed road 
 
1. Short general description of the project  
 
The project consists of construction of a 4 lane high speed road which is supposed to 
become a part of the Brno – Vienna corridor (TEN-T priority axis No. 25 Gdansk-
Brno/Bratislava-Wien). Realization of the project would damage unique southern Moravian 
landscape areas (Pálava), affect three Natura 2000 sites (SCI Musovsky luh, SPA Stredni 
nadrz vodniho dila Nove Mlyny and SPA Palava).  
 
Realization of R52 would also lead to a growth in transit traffic. This would affect other 
areas, for example municipalities at south west of Brno, currently overburdened by noise 
and air pollution caused by existing traffic, mainly from the  D1 (Prague-Brno) motorway. 
 
Opponents of the R52 propose an alternative highway connection between Brno and 
Vienna, making use of the existing D2 (Brno-Bratislava) highway and the Breclav bypass, 
which is going to be build at any rate. In may 2005, the Czech Ministry of Environment 
approved the „EIA opinion“ for R52.   
 
Since that time, a number of administrative procedures concerning permits necessary for 
realization of the R52 road have started, but apart from 3 decisions on exceptions from 
conditions for protected species (one of them later canceled by court), no valid permit has 
been issued. Next to that, two regional and two local land use plans, in which the R52 road 
had been included, have been annulled by court. The official authorities, however, keep 
promoting the project in various policies and strategic documents.  
 
2. Description of the relevant national legislation  
 
please see the Prunerov case study 
 
3. Evaluation 
 
Failure to assess all aspects of the project, especially its indirect effects (Article 3 of EIA 
directive)  
 
The impact of the road construction and evoked traffic on the overburdened area southwest 
of Brno has not been assessed. The burden on this region would further increase in the 
event of realisation of other currently planned transport structures, particularly the Kuřim – 
Troubsko section of high-speed road R43 and extension of the D1 motorway. Thousands of 
people in many villages and Brno city districts would therefore be exposed to even higher 
traffic volumes as a result of the additional transport structures, including the R52.  
 
The impacts of the project have not been assessed in combination with the impacts of the 
other traffic structures mentioned.  Heavier traffic interference on the Lednice-Valtice 
UNESCO cultural heritage area as a result of building R 52 has also not been taken into 
account.  This is contrary to Articles 3, 5 and Annex IV of the EIA directive, pursuant to which 
the assessment must identify, describe and assess in an appropriate manner, both the direct 
and indirect effects of a project on human beings, fauna, flora, soil, water, etc.  
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Not assessing alternatives (Article 5.1 and 5.3 of EIA Directive)  
 
In the EIA process, while partial 'sub-variants' (all in Pohorelice-Mikulov corridor) have been 
assessed, there was no assessment of a real alternative for a highway type connection 
between Brno and Vienna (see above). This is in conflict with Article 5, paragraphs 1 and 3 of 
the EIA Directive in connection of point 2 Annex IV of this Directive (especially in relation 
with interference to „NATURA 2000“ areas, see below). 
 
No trans-border assessment (Article 7 of EIA Directive)  
 
Since the R52 should be part of connection of Brno and Vienna, the project must have, in the 
sense of Article 7 paragraph 1 of the Directive, a significant effect on the environment of a 
neighbouring EU Member State – Austria. The EIA process, from the side of the Czech 
Ministry of Environment, has not been carried out as a trans-border assessment and did not 
comply with the requirements of the EIA Directive on trans border projects (e.g. Article 7, 
paragraphs 3 and 4).  
 
Denial of access to justice (Article 10a (now 11) of the EIA Directive, Article 9 of the Aarhus 
Convention)  
 
A local NGO and a land a owner who would be affected by the construction of the road filed 
a lawsuit against the EIA opinion. The Administrative Court refused to deal with it due to the 
non-binding character of the opinion under Czech law. It can be considered as breaching 
Article 10a of the Directive (and Article 9.2 of Aarhus Convention as well).  
 
The complaint against it was filed to the Supreme Administrative Court, which has not 
decide on it yet. However, several similar complaints have been already refused by the 
Supreme Administrative Court. In these decisions, the court argued that to meet the 
requirements of the above-mentioned provisions, it is sufficient that subsequent 
development consent is subject to a judicial review. This argument ignores the fact that 
although the EIA opinion is not binding it is an “act subject to the public participation 
provisions” of the EIA Directive, in the sense of its Article 10a.  Moreover, a judicial review of 
the development consent cannot be considered as “timely” in the Czech legal system.  
 
Next to that, another lawsuit has been filed against the screening decision concerning 
planned accompanying facility of R52 project (a “rest area”), which falls under the scope of 
Annex II of the EIA Directive. The outcome of the screening procedure was not to carry out 
the whole EIA procedure. The lawsuit has been dismissed for the same reasons as the one 
aiming to review the EIA final statement for R52 road. The Aarhus Convention Compliance 
Committee has concluded in its findings in case ACCC/C/50 (the Czech Republic), that by not 
providing access to review procedures concerning EIA screening decisions, The Czech 
Republic fails to comply with Article 9(2) of the Aarhus Convention.  
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“Salami slicing” of the project for development procedure purposes  
 
For purposes of development consent procedures, the R52 (it’s whole length is 22.5 km) was 
divided into 3 sections. In May 2007 (almost two years after submitting the positive EIA 
statement) the development consent procedure for the first section (Pohorelice-Ivan) was 
started. For the second section (Perna–state boundary CZ/Austria) the development consent 
procedure is to start soon. 
 
For the last and most problematic section “in the middle” (Ivan-Perna; interference with the 
Natura 2000 sites Musovsky luh and Nove Mlyny), no development consent procedure has 
started yet. This is an example of typical „salami slicing“ practice of the developer -  Road 
and Motorway Directorate of the Czech Republic, aiming to get development consents for 
less problematic sections of the project (and begin construction works on them 
consequently), so that consent for most problematic section is “secured” this way.  
 
Conflict with the Birds Directive30 and Habitats Directive31 
 
As it was already mentioned above, no real alternatives of highway type connection 
between Brno and Vienna were assessed in the EIA process for R52.  
 
This shortcoming is even more serious with respect to the fact that realizing the R52 would 
affect SCI Mušovský luh and the bird habitat areas of Pálava and Nové Mlýny. Non-
assessment of the alternatives represents breach of Article 6 paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the 
Habitats Directive and Article 4 paragraph 4 of the Birds Directive, pursuant to which, a 
project with negative implications on NATURA 2000 sites can only be carried out under the 
condition of absence of alternative solutions (which could have a lesser negative impact on 
these sites).  
 
Non-cohesion of SEA and EIA processes and conflict with the SEA Directive32  
 
The construction of the R52 corridor has been contained in the land use plan for the Breclav 
region, approved in November 2006 (later annulled by court). By issuing the EIA opinion for 
R52 before the land use plan was approved, the Ministry of Environment embarrassed 
logical order of these two procedures. This fact contributed to the result that real 
alternatives of  highway  connecting Vienna and Brno have not been assessed in any of them 
(see above); in the SEA procedure, the argument of the authorities why not to deal with 
other variants was just the “positive” EIA opinion.   
 
  

                                                           
30

 Council Directive 2009/147/EC on the conservation of wild birds. It replaced Council Directive 79/409/EEC of 
2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds. 
31

 Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora.  
32

 Directive 2001/42/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2001 on the assessment of 
the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment.  
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R55 high speed road 
 
1. Short general description of the project  
 
R55 is an expressway under construction that will after completion connect cities Olomouc 
and Břeclav. Its total length shall be be 101 kilometers. At the moment, only three sections 
of a total length of 18 kilometers are finished. R55 as a project is a reaction to overburdened 
roads in relatively densely populated areas of the south-eastern part of The Czech Republic 
and in future it is supposed to ease and faster the transportation across Moravia. The 
developer of the R55 expressway project is Ředitelství silnic a dálnic ČR (The Road and 
Motorway Directorate of the Czech Republic), which is the governmnet-owned company set 
up by Ministry of Transport and Communications.  
 
The fundamental problem of the planned R55 expressway is the section from Rohatec to 
Moravský Písek, as the expressway is planned over Special Protection Area (SPA) Bzenecká 
Doubrava – Strážnické Pomoraví, which is part of the NATURA 2000 network.  
 
Birdlife Czech Republic and a number of other environmental NGOs have commissioned a 
comparative study that concludes, that from the transport, economic as well as financial 
perspective, it would be better to build road R55 from Rohatec to Otrokovice using a 
different route that would avoid the bird habitat. This version would also decrease the 
overall cost of the project by about CZK 1-2 billion as it would not require the construction of 
bypasses around several towns and cities on road I/55 and the tube under the bird 
sanctuary.    
 
The NGO Děti Země (Children of the Earth) filed a lawsuit against the EIA statement. Next to 
that, in May 2007, the NGOs Česká společnost ornitologická (Czech Society for Ornithology) 
and Children of the Earth  filed a complaint with the European Commission with the 
suspicion that the Czech Republic has failed to fulfill its obligations to protect the European 
network Natura 2000, by not properly assessing the R55 variants bypassing the SPA.  
 
In the reaction to these steps of the NGOs, the investor has suggested in 2008 another 
variant of the expressway. This variant is again crossing the SPA, but next to the tube 
(significantly shorter than in variant “B”), it includes also a tunnel of cca 6.6 km length. 
Subsequently, in August 2010 the Ministry of Environment issued another positive EIA 
statement for this variant. 
 
2. Description of the relevant national legislation  
 
please see the Prunerov case study 
 
3. Evaluation 
 
A failure to assess all impacts of the project (“salami slicing”) (Articles 1, 2 and 3 of the EIA 
Directive) 
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According to the EU and also Czech legislation, it is necessary to consider the impacts of 
individual parts of the project as well as the effects of the project as a whole. In the EIA 
procedure for the R55 expressway, as well as in the cases of many other transport projects, 
so-called salami method has been used. Only short sections of the expressway were 
assessed independently.  
 
Not considering the real alternatives to the project (Article 5 of the EIA Directive, Article 6, 
paragraph 4 of Council Directive 92/43/EC) 
 
In the EIA process, the alternatives of the R55 expressway bypassing the SPA were not 
assessed. This is contrary to Article 5 in conjunction with point 2 of Annex IV of the EIA 
Directive, which requires the investor to ensure, among other things, assessment of 
alternative solutions, giving reasons for the choice and taking into account the environment. 
It is also contrary to Article 6, paragraph 4 of the Habitats Directive, according to which the 
alternative with smallest or no impact on the protected (NATURA 2000) are must always be 
taken into account. 
 
Ignoring the requests and comments of the public (Article 8 of the EIA Directive) 
 
In the positive EIA statement for the  R55 expressway segment crossing the SPA, significant 
amount of the objections raised by the public during the public hearing has not been 
included. The Ministry of Environment completely ignored all objections regarding variant 
bypassing the SPA and requirements of additional evaluation of the noise effect on birds. 
 
No effective judicial review of the outcome of the EIA (Article 10a (now 11) of the EIA 
Directive, 9 of the Aarhus Convention).  
 
The lawsuits of the NGO against the positive EIA statement for the R55 expressway section 
crossing the SPA have been refused by courts. Municipal Court of Prague justified its decision 
by argument that the contested EIA statement forms only a preliminary basis for a permit 
(development consent) of the expressway section. According to the court, only the 
development consent establishes the rights and obligations of the parties, which can be 
subject to judicial review. The Supreme Administrative Court endorsed the opinion of the 
Municipal Court and dismissed the appeal. The Court stated that the provisions of Article 9 
of the Aarhus Convention and Article 10a of the EIA Directive are intended to protect the 
rights and legitimate interests of the public however these provisions do not require a 
separate judicial review of any decision, act or omission. 
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Case law examples from the EU member countries – Estonia33 
 
 
EIA case from Estonia – Access to justice against the screening decisions 
 

1. Description of the project: 
 
In 2008, the city government of Keila (small town in North-Estonia) initiated a land-use plan 
for construction of a new factory for producing plastic pipes. The factory was planned next 
to living area. Nevertheless, the city government decided that strategic environmental 
impact assessment (SEA) was not necessary, due to fact the planned activity did not have 
signficant environmental impact, based on different expert opinions.34  
 
An affected habitant of the residential area nearby the planned factory, Mrs Talur, filed an 
action to administrative court, in order to challenge the negative screening decision. She 
claimed that SEA was necessary, because the expert opinions were not sufficiently justified 
regarding  environmental impacts like noise, air pollution and smell. Also, the planned 
activity fell under category of enterprise with hazard of major accident, because large 
quantities of propane were to be used in the production cycle. 
 
The final decision in this case was made by the Supreme Court who decided that Mrs Talur 
did not have the right to challenge the screening decision, because she did not have a 
standing.35 The court stated that the rights of Mrs Talur were not violated because she had 
an opportunity to participate in the planning proceedings and present her opinions there 
(opportunity which she actively used). Also, according to the court, a procedural decision 
(like SEA screening decision) can only be challenged in case such decision is obligatory. In this 
case, SEA was not obligatory - the activity did not fall under list of activities of obligatory EIA, 
but the authority had to decide whether it is necessary or not.  
 

2. Description of the national legislation: 
 
At the time of the dispute (2010), Estonian national legislation did not regulate how and in 
which cases procedural decisions can be disputed in court (separately from final 
administrative acts). However, it had been established in earlier court practice, that 
procedural decisions are not disputable in court as a rule, but in exceptional cases it is still 
possible, namely if the procedural decision/act: 

1. violates the non-procedural rights of the complainant, or 
2. the illegality of the procedural act would inevitably bring along violation of rights by 

the final administrative act. 
 
  

                                                           
33

 Written by Kärt Vaarmari, Estonian Environmental Law Center (EELC), Estonia. Contact: kart@k6k.ee  
34

 Although this case is about initiation of SEA, it’s conclusions may be similarly applied to EIA proceedings. The 
relevance of the case arises from the fact that Supreme Court has made a decision in this matter, which could 
most probably also be used as a guideline in cases of EIA. 
35

 Supreme Court’s decision from 18 June 2010 in case 3-3-1-101-09, 
http://www.riigikohus.ee/?id=11&tekst=RK/3-3-1-101-09 

mailto:kart@k6k.ee
http://www.riigikohus.ee/?id=11&tekst=RK/3-3-1-101-09
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From 2012, the new Administrative Court Proceedings Act has confirmed this practice by 
legal norms. According Section 45 (3) of this Act, procedural acts/decisions can be 
challenged in court separately from the final act only in conditions, already listed above. 
Therefore, the main principles from earlier court practice have not been changed. 
 

3. Consequences and evaluation: 
 
It can be concluded from the Supreme Court’s decision, that access to justice against 
screening decisions in Estonia is limited only to cases where the activity actually falls into 
category of „automatic“ impact assessment obligation (eg it is an activity listed in Annex I of 
the EIA Directive).  
 
This approach is not in accordance with provisions of Aarhus Convention, namely Art 9(2), 
according to which members of the public concerned should have access to a review 
procedure before a court of law and/or another independent and impartial body established 
by law, to challenge the substantive and procedural legality of any decision, act or omission 
subject to the provisions of Art 6 (providing that they correspond to requirements of 
national law). According to Implementation Guide of the Aarhus Convention, „examples of (-
--) issues of legality that may be challenged under [art 9] might include EIA screening 
decisions“36. This is based on opinion of Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee (ACCC) 
in case ACCC/C/2010/50 (Czech Republic) where the ACCC stated that „to the extent that the 
EIA screening process and the relevant criteria serve also as the determination required 
under article 6, paragraph 1 (b), members of the public concerned shall have access to a 
review procedure to challenge the legality of the outcome of the EIA screening process.“37 
 
 
EIA case from Estonia – short time-periods for public consultation 
 

1. Description of the project: 
 
A developer named OÜ Estonia wants to reconstruct and expand an existing dairy cattle 
farm in Taikse village (Central Estonia).  
 
In 2011, the company applied for building design criteria from the local municipality (Türi 
municipality) who is also the competent authority for this particular proceeding. According 
to the application, the company plans to establish a farm for 1400 animals (instead of ca 570 
so far). 
 
The farm is situated in an area where ground water is unprotected or weakly protected. 
There are several other farms nearby (in range of 2-3 km), closest households are in range of 
100-200 m from the farm. 
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 The Aarhus Convention: An Implementation Guide (2013) 
(http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/pp/ppdm/Aarhus_Implementation_Guide_second_edition_-
_text_only.pdf), p 205 
37

 This issue is more comprehensively reflected in J&E legal analysis from 2012, 
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/2012/EIA%20analysis%202012(2).pdf 

http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/pp/ppdm/Aarhus_Implementation_Guide_second_edition_-_text_only.pdf
http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/pp/ppdm/Aarhus_Implementation_Guide_second_edition_-_text_only.pdf
http://www.justiceandenvironment.org/_files/file/2012/EIA%20analysis%202012(2).pdf
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Environmental impact assessment (EIA) was initiated by the authority, because the planned 
activity in its extent falls automatically under EIA obligation (according to national law). In 
course of proceedings, EIA scoping document (’programm’) was on public display in 
November 2011 for 17 days and EIA report in April 2012 for 15 days. The public hearing was 
held on last day of the public display of EIA report. The local people did present their 
opinions about the EIA report, but they did not have sufficient time for thorough analysis of 
the documentation, as well as formulation of all of their opinions. 
 
The case is not of major relevance from the environmental protection point of view 
(although the environmental impacts are indeed significant), but it’s relevance lies in being a 
typical case of EIA proceedings in Estonia. As such, it also describes typical proceedings from 
the perspective of public participation, including short timeframes for public to express their 
opinions about EIA report.  
 

2. Description of the national legislation: 
According to Estonian Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental Management 
Systems Act (EIA Act), the timeframe for EIA report to be on public display, is minimum 14 
days (Section 16(1) of the EIA Act). This is also the general minimum deadline for public 
display of any administrative act (in case of public or „open“ procedure), according to the 
Administrative Proceedings Act. 
 
Although the public consultation phase involves a public hearing in addition to the public 
display, it is common that the hearing is held on the last day of the public display of 
documents. The EIA Act only states that the public hearing must be held after the public 
display. 
 

3. Consequences and evaluation: 
 
The minimum timeframes for EIA proceedings as stated in current law – 14 days – are not 
sufficient for meaningful participation. This was clearly proven also in this case, where the 
local inhabitants had to express their opinions several times after the official public display, 
in order to cover all the problems in EIA thoroughly (also, in order to consult with a lawyer 
due to complexity of the case and lack of knowledge about participation rules). In result, the 
proceedings took altogether much longer time than would have been necessary (though it 
was partly caused by the fact that initially the EIA expert did not take the opinions into due 
account). The EIA report was finally approved in May 2013.  
 
It is worth noting that the Taikse farm project itself was not was not extremely complicated, 
but it’s EIA report was still 100 pages long and contained technically and legally complex text 
(which is usual for EIA reports). The time limits for public display should be stated on EU 
level as minimum 30 days, with obligation to consider longer period in more complicated 
cases.  
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Case law examples from the EU member countries – Hungary38 
 
Implementation of the European EIA regulation in Hungary - the case of a new cement 
factory  
 

1. Subject of the case 
 
The developer plans to build a new cement factory in Hungary with a production capacity of 
4000 tonnes of clinker/day (equivalent to 1,77 million tonnes of portland cement/year) at 
the Nyergesújfalu industrial park. Nyergesújfalu is a small town in Komárom-Esztergom 
county situated next to the Danube, 18 km from Esztergom and 30 km from Tata.39 The 
development is a green field investment, at an area of 76 hectares, from which 44 hectares 
are built-up area). As integral part of the investment the building of a 11 km long industrial 
conveyor belt is planned, which connects the plant to the limestone and marl mines. The 
conveyor belt is planned to cross Natura 2000 areas (including SACs as well)40. 
 

2. Description of the developer 
 
Holcim Hungária Ltd. (the developer) is a multinational company with experience in similar 
types of projects and with significant financial capabilities. Holcim in Hungary is part of the 
Eastern-European section of Holcim Group. In Hungary the company has already two cement 
plants and 16 concrete plants. 
 

3. The environmental authorisation procedure 
 
The environmental impact assessment procedure started in 2004 and the EIA authorization 
was granted in 2008.  
 
The developer already had a cement factory not far from the planned investment area in a 
place called “Lábatlan”. Based on their explanation after having the new factory (which 
actually would have a capacity four times larger than the already existing one) they will close 
the old and outdated one. At the beginning of the EIA procedure there were no facts and 
information about the closure of the already existing factory, no time limits for the closure 
procedure and it was just mentioned even in the EIA documentation. Now, in 2013 the 
closure of the old factory already started. 
 
The developer get the EIA and the IPPC permit from the competent regional environmental 
inspectorate in 2007.  Neighboring municipalities and NGOs working at the local, and 
national level appealed against the first instance decision and finally the relevant permits  

                                                           
38

 Written by dr. Szilvia Szilágyi, Environmental Management and Law Association (EMLA). Contact: 
szilvia@emla.hu  
39

 http://humusz.hu/hirek/nyergesujfalu-holcim-plans-incinerate-both-domestic-and-hazardous-waste/844  
40

 Natura 2000 is the centrepiece of EU nature & biodiversity policy. It is an EUwide network of nature 
protection areas established under the 1992 Habitats Directive. The aim of the network is to assure the long-
term survival of Europe's most valuable and threatened species and habitats. It is comprised of Special Areas of 
Conservation (SAC) designated by Member States under the Habitats Directive, and also incorporates Special 
Protection Areas (SPAs) which they designate under the 1979 Birds Directive. 
http://rod.eionet.europa.eu/obligations/616  

mailto:szilvia@emla.hu
http://humusz.hu/hirek/nyergesujfalu-holcim-plans-incinerate-both-domestic-and-hazardous-waste/844
http://rod.eionet.europa.eu/obligations/616
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were granted by the National Inspectorate for Environment, Nature and Water41 (national 
inspectorate), which was the licencing authority at the second instance in 2008. 
 
Neighboring municipalities and NGOs working at the local, and national level appealed at the 
court against the decision of the national inspectorate. They all have been represented by 
our lawyers. Based on the rules of our court proceedings these municipalities and NGOs 
were the claimant, the national inspectorate was the respondent and the developer was 
interferer on the inspectorate’s side.  The aim of the court procedure was to decide, if the 
decision (and the proceeding) of the environmental authority granting finally the EIA and 
IPPC permits was in line with the relevant legal provisions or not.  
 
Based on the rules of the Code of Civil Procedure the court has the right to abolish any 
administrative decision it finds unlawful - with the exception of any violation of a procedural 
rule that does not effect the merits of the case - and, if necessary, shall order the body 
having adopted the administrative decision in question to reopen the case. An 
administrative decision rendered on a discretionary basis (environmental permits are such 
kind of decisions) shall be construed lawful if the administrative body has appropriately 
ascertained the relevant facts of the case, complied with the relevant rules of procedure, the 
points of discretion can be identified, and the justification of the decision demostrates causal 
relations as to the weighing of evidence. 
 

4. EIA legislation in Hungary: 
 
The EIA directive has been implemented with the following legal acts in Hungary: 

- Act LIII of 1995 on the General Rules of Environmental Protection 
- Government Decree No. 314/2005. (XII. 25.) on environmental impact assessment 

and the uniform environmental use permits (Gov. Decree) 
 
Prior to the commencement of any operation having significant effect on the environment, 
either legislation or the environmental authority may obligate the operator to conduct an 
EIA. The EIA consists of two phases; a preliminary environmental study phase and depending 
on the type of effect the activities concerned likely to have on the environment may consist 
of an additional impact analysis procedure or an IPPC procedure; or their combination or 
linkage. 
 
Upon the operator’s request, the environmental protection authority may conduct a 
preliminary environmental study procedure in every case. There are, however, certain 
activities specified in the Gov. Decree, which when pursued the operator must initiate the 
preliminary environmental study. Based on the preliminary environmental study, the 
environment protection authority decides what specific procedure of investigation is 
applicable to the planned activity or operation. 
 
In Hungary EIA and IPPC procedures are regulated in the same legal act and the proceedings 
are quite similar to each other. The EIA procedure in Hungary is a two-phase process. Phase 
1. is a screening or scoping phase, that is a preliminary impact assessment for estimating the 
possible effects of the project. Based on the results of this phase, the authorities determine  
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http://www.orszagoszoldhatosag.gov.hu/index_en.php 
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the exact requirements for Phase 2., the impact assessment procedure itself. If the result of 
the EIA based environmental permitting process is negative, it practically means a veto for 
the construction itself. 
 
Designated competent authorities are in the EIA procedures at the first instance the regional 
inspectorates for environmental protection, nature conservation and water affairs and at the 
second instance the National Inspectorate For Environment, Nature and Water. 
 
It shall be also be noted, that these authorities are the main decision-making bodies. 
However the authorization procedures are rather complex in Hungary with a main decision-
making authority and special authorities having a co-decisional role on their special field. 
Depending on the exact details of the given project there are several (1-9) specialized 
authorities also participating in the decision making procedures. 
 
Against the final (second instance) decision there is a right for appeal to the competent 
Court of Public Administration and Labour. The petition shall have no suspensory effect on 
the enforcement of the second instance decision, however, the court may - based on the 
request of the effected party - suspend the enforcement of the administrative decision 
insofar as the petition is decided. 
 

5. Interested public involved 
 
There are relatively detailed regulations in Hungary relating to public participation in the EIA 
and IPPC procedures. Both, the procedure of screening and of the actual impact assessment 
has components of public participation, where the public has sufficient time to comment on 
documentation submitted by the project developer.  
 
In the screening phase the most important provisions relating to public participation are: 

- Following the receipt of the request from the project developer the communication 
of the competent environmental authority published in the office and on the website 
of the authority must contain a warning that within 21 days the public may make 
comments on the screening documentation.  

- The clerks at the project location and of the potentially affected municipalities, must 
publish the screening documentation received from the competent environmental 
authority within five days by posting in it public places and in ways according to local 
custom.  

- Access to the entire screening documentation is ensured by the competent 
environmental authority within 8 days of its availability. 

- The clerks at the project location and of the potentially affected municipalities, must 
publish the screening decision within five days by posting in public places and in ways 
according to local custom. 

- The clerks at the project location and of the neighbouring municipalities who receive 
the EIA documentation must publish it by posting in public places and in ways 
according to local custom. 

- Comments of the public has to be taken into account in merits by the decision 
making authority. 

- The decision is published by the decision making authority and by the clerks of the 
effected municipalities as well. 
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In the environmental impact analysis phase the most important provisions relating to public 
participation are: 

- The clerks at the project location and of the neighbouring municipalities who receive 
the EIA documentation must publish it by posting at public places and in ways 
according to local custom. 

- The public has at least 30 days for access to information and commenting. 
- Publication of the data of the public hearing in a local or national daily newspaper 

and by posting at public places by the clerks of the participating municipalities must 
precede the hearing at least with 30 days. 

- Access to the entire EIA documentation is ensured by the competent environmental 
authority within 8 days of its availability (e.g. the consulted special authority 
statements are available within five days of their submission). 

- The clerks of the location of the project and of the potentially affected municipalities 
must publish the EIA decision within five days by posting at public places and in ways 
according to local custom.  

 
During the authorization procedure there have been public hearings organized at the 
territory of the municipality where the factory is planned to be realized. However this was 
held during the week, in the morning (in this time most of the people are working and much 
less people can participate than in the afternoon for example) and the NGOs participating in 
the procedure were on the opinion that this form of involvement can not be regarded as 
effective way of public participation.  
 
In the court procedure we referred on the infringement of the provisions of the Aarhus 
Convention and the relevant national law transposing the regulations of the Convention into 
the national law. The investor and the Inspectorate claimed however, that people could 
participate, there is no evidence that more would have been participated, if the public 
hearing would have been held in the afternoon.  
 

6. Estimated environmental impacts of the project 
 
We raised several arguments in the case, but the two most important which needed 
scientific considerations as well were air pollution and nature protection issues. 
 
As regards the air pollution: the debate is about how far the polluting components from the 
factory will spread, and if this pollution can be allowed in the given area? There were 
prepared different calculations on the spreading of the polluting components, especially on 
PM10 and based on these calculations there have been 5 different calculations and results 
on the extent of the impact area which range from 1600 meters to 4700 meters. This was a 
very important question, because based on the national law, in the affected area there are 
several restrictions, for example it is not allowed to have residental houses within this 
territory and the EIA documentation should have analyze all of these issues. The EIA study, 
prepared by the developer calculated the smallest range of impact area. 
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The largest one was based on the calculations of the Hungarian Meteorological Service,42 
which is the main institute of pollution control and meteorology in Hungary, however not an 
authority. The opinion of the Hungarian Meteorological Service has been prepared on our 
client’s request in the EIA procedure (but finally ignored by the court’s decision). 
 
The main problem regarding the air pollution and the calculations of the impact area was, 
that the Hungarian regulations does not require one special standard on those calculations; 
there are several standards which can be used and it is up to the investor to choose from 
those approved standards.  
 
The court have ordered a court expert in the proceeding who finally came to the concluson, 
that some of the relevant regulations have been not fulfilled (the way the investor measured 
the basic and already existent pollution of the effected area; the court expert prepared a 
different calculation on the impact area than the calculation in the EIA; he mentioned that 
there are some datas and calculations which are missing from the EIA study, so it is a 
question, how the inspectorate could properly control the EIA study etc.), but at the end he 
made the finding, that the EIA study can be accepted regarding air pollution issues. 
 
Following this first expert opinion, the court decided, to order a second court expert on the 
air pollution issues. The task of the secon expert was to decide on the relevant calculations 
of the extent of the impact area and if the calculation applied in the EIA study, the 
calculation of the first expert, or the calculation of the Hungarian Meteorological Service is 
correct? Finally, this second expert prepared very detailed calculations and determined, that 
the calculation of the Hungarian Meteorological Service shall be accepted.43 (Unfortunately 
at the end of the procedure the decision making court came to the conclusion, that 
irrespective of the different calculations regarding the impact area, and irrespective of the 
missing baseline datas from the EIA study, the relevant decision making procedure of the 
environmental authority was well founded).  
 
As regards nature protection issues: a 11 km long conveyor belt was planned from the 
mines to the factory. In some places, it will go on the ground and in some places the 
developer plans to build it like a bridge, on pillars. In part it crosses Natura 2000 areas, 
special areas of conservation (SACs); about 7 hectares of Natura 2000 forests are designated 
to cut down, not to mention, that such a huge conveyor belt would be a definitive element 
of the landscape in the future. 
 
In the EIA process, at the second instance, the national inspectorate required an amendment 
to the EIA study from the developer regarding the nature protection issues. The amendment 
has been prepared in 2 months, based on site visits and already existing scientific data. The 
conclusion of that amendment was, that the preparation and the existence of the conveyor 
belt will not have adverse effects on the effected environment, even, in some extent it will 
enhance the state of the environment.  However even this documentation mentions, that it 
was not possible in the these two additional months to do the investigations relevant to the 
whole vegetation period, to estimate which exact animals and plants are living on the 
affected area and the population of those. 
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 http://www.met.hu/en/methu/elerhetosegek/  
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In the court procedure the court appointed an expert on the nature protection issues as 
well. This expert made the definite statement that the conveyor belt will have no negative 
effect nor on the environment, neither on the protected Natura 2000 sites. Compared to the 
whole territory of the given protected site, even if they destroy those where the conveyor 
belt will be built, it is such a small area, that it is not possible to talk about adverse effects on 
the site. 
 
Our clients argued against that opinion, claiming, that there are very valuable natural 
resources on the effected site and the court expert’s opinion is not grounded from scientific 
point of view, however the court ignored this argumentation, refused to hear the private 
expert of the plaintiff’s and also refused to allow this private expert to raise questions to the 
expert previously appointed by the court. 
 

7. Example on good practice in the given EIA procedure 
 
As mentioned above, legally there is a possibility to request the court to suspend the 
enforcement of the administrative decision until the final decision of the court in the merit 
of the case. Based on the Code of Civil Procedure,44 if the statement of claim contains a 
request for suspension of the enforcement of the administrative decision to which it 
pertains, the court shall adopt a decision thereof within eight days of receipt of the relevant 
documents. Henceforward, the court may order the suspension of the enforcement of the 
administrative decision - before setting the date of the hearing - at any time upon request. In 
the event of adopting a ruling for the suspension of the enforcement the court shall 
forthwith notify the body of enforcement thereof. In adopting a ruling for the suspension of 
enforcement the court shall take into consideration as to whether the original state can be 
restored following enforcement, or whether the damage caused by the lack of enforcement 
outweighs the loss the suspension of enforcement is likely to entail. 
 
The ruling ordering the suspension of enforcement may be contested separately. If a party 
whose request for the suspension of enforcement has been refused, submits another 
request for suspension of enforcement under the same cause of action and legal basis, the 
ruling on refusal of the request for suspension of enforcement may not be appealed 
separately. The court’s ruling ordering the suspension of enforcement may be executed 
irrespective of any appeal. 
 
So it is up to the court to decide if the argumentation of the given party can be accepted or 
not, if the original state can be restored following the enforcement of the project, or wether 
the damage caused by lack of enforcement outweights the loss the suspension of 
enforcement is likely to entail. 
 
In the past we have had nomerous cases, where we requested the suspension of 
enforcement of the administrative decision, but the court rejected our request. In these 
cases at the end of the court procedure, independently from the final decision of the court, 
the investment has been usually realized, so the decision of the court did not have any effect 
in the merit of the case.  
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 Act III of 1952 on the Code of Civil Procedure, §332 (3)-(4). 
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This means, when the court finally stated, that the rules of the EIA procedure has been 
breached, e.g. the public has not been involved, the transboundary effects has not been 
taken into account, the procedural rules of the relevant legislation has been violated or the 
investigation of the possible adverse effects of the project has not been measured properly, 
this judgement have had only theoretical significance, because the contested investment has 
already been realized.  
 
In this given case we also requested the court to suspend the enforcement of the 
administrative decision, granting environmental permit at the end of the EIA/IPPC procedure 
to the cement factory. With its decision the court finally suspended the enforcement of the 
environmental permit. Based on the reasoning of the decision, the realization of the 
construction works of the cement factory would cause irreversible effects in the wildlife and 
nature of the effected territory. In our request for suspension of the enforcement of the 
administrative decision we referred to the interests of nature and wildlife protection, while 
the investor referred to its own economic interests. The court finally stated, that nature 
conservation interests take precedence over economic interests. 
 
Thanks to this decision, the construction of the cement factory (42 hectares of green field 
investment) and the 11 km long conveyor belt has not started yet.  
 

8. Failures of the national EIA legislation and implementation 
 
Based on this given case we can list number of failures of the national EIA legislation and 
failures of the implementation. The most important from these are: 

- question of independence of the EIA documention and the supervision of the 
documention by the relevant environmental authority 

- the involvement of court experts and the cost of this expertise 
- interpretation of associated works and estimation of cumulative effects 

 
a) Question of independence of the EIA documention and the supervision of the 

documention by the relevant environmental authority 
 
It is a fact that in those cases, where a preliminary impact assessment study or 
environmental impact assessment study has to be prepared and is required by law it is 
prepared by the relevant investor. Developers might prepare this documentation by 
themselves, or - this happens in most of the cases - they commission an environmental 
expert or company to prepare this documention. 
 
Based on the Hungarian EIA legislation there are detailed requirements relating to those, 
who are qualified to prepare such EIA documentations, however based on our experiences 
we never met any EIA documentation which finally stated, that the given planned activity 
will have such significant effects on the environment which can not be authorized. 
 
With other words: with the commissioning of a relevant expert developers usually expect a 
result, namely, that the given activity they are planning to do, will be authorized and can be 
realized following the required authorization procedures. 
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It is the task of the relevant environmental authorities to check the validity of the 
documentation, however the workload of the administrative authorities is very high and the 
financial resources of the authorities are very limited (e.g. to get external expertise to 
supervise the content of the EIA documentation). This results in some cases the impairment 
of the credibility and validity of the final decision.   
 
b) Involvement of court experts and the cost of this expertise 
 
Based on Act III of 1952 on the Code of Civil Procedure (section §177) in the court procedure 
if any special expertise is required in the proceedings for the establishment or judgment of 
any relevant fact or other circumstance which the court is lacking, the court shall appoint an 
expert. Normally one expert shall be employed; more than one experts may be appointed 
only in connection with different subjects for which special expertise is required. 
 
The court may appoint the expert from the register of forensic experts, or a business 
association or institution registered in the register of forensic experts, or a government 
body, institution or organization so authorized in specific other legislation. Other experts 
may be appointed only in the absence of the above, under exceptional circumstances. 
 
Failing an agreement of the parties, the expert shall be selected by the court. In the latter 
case, the parties shall be heard as regards the appointment of the expert, if deemed 
necessary. 
 
Where so justified in view of the complexity of the case, or by the estimated volume of work 
the expert is likely to face, the court - at the party’s request, after hearing the expert if 
deemed necessary - shall instruct the expert to draw up a preliminary action plan outlining 
his functions and the estimated costs and expenses involved. After studying the action plan, 
the party adducing evidence shall announce if he requests the expert to proceed. The costs 
of drawing up the action plan shall be advanced by the party adducing evidence. 
 
In most of the EIA cases it is unavoidable to involve a court expert. In the given case of the 
cement factory an expert on the nature protection issues and two experts on the air 
protection issues has been involved. The task of these experts was to decide if the 
statements in the EIA documentation and in the final decision of the environmental 
authority granting permit to the activity are scientifically grounded or not, can be accepted 
or not.  
 
The cost of this taking of evidence process in this given case was above 2,5 million HUF 
(about 8500 EUR), which would be a basic obstackle in those cases, where the plaintiff is a 
private individual or an NGO (and not serveral municipalities and NGOs like in the given 
case). 
 
Because on general principle the facts based on which the case can be decided shall be 
adduced by the party bearing a vested interest in persuading the court to recognize them as 
true, when the relevant party does not have financial resources to pay for court experts, it 
will finally lead to the loss of the lawsuit. 
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c) Interpretation of associated works and estimation of cumulative effects   
 
One of the most important questions in the given case was to decide which works within the 
given investment can be regarded as associated works.  
 
There is a cement factory planned, together with a 11 km long conveyor belt (which 
connects the factory to the limestone and marl mines), and there is a need to extend the 
capacity of limestone and marl-pits to four times bigger than before the investment. Based 
on the opinion of the investor the extension of the capacity of the mines is a totally separate 
investment from the construction of the cement factory and these cannot regarded as 
associated works. Similarly, the environmental effects of the extension of the mines shall be 
considered separately from the effects of the planned factory and the conveyor belt.  
 
Based on the Note45 of the European Commission in this regard (which we also translated 
into Hungarian to make it easier to the court to understand), we argued in the court 
procedure, that those parts of the investment (cement factory, conveyor belt, extension of 
the exploitation capacity of the mines) should have been regarded as associated works and 
all of the possible effects of these should have been considered together and in regard to 
each other. 
 
Based on the opinion of the developer only the cement factory and its potential effects on 
the environment shall be considered. Similarly, the conveyor belt shall not regarded as part 
of the investment, because due to the EIA law only cement factories above a certain 
production limit require EIA, conveyor belts doesn’t. Additionally, the extension of the 
production capacity of the mines falls under a separate EIA procedure, where the 
environmental inspectorate shall decide first, if these will have significant effect on the 
environment or not, and carry out an EIA if necessary.  
 
This argumentation is quite interesting if we also take the fact into consideration, that the 
EIA documentation of the cement factory and also the preliminary impact assessment 
documentation (screening) of the extension of the mines (which procedure started years 
later following the EIA procedure of the cement factory) lists all of these parts of the 
investment and activities as connecting activities. These became however in the 
argumentation of the developer and even of the environmental authority later, in the court 
procedure totally independent activities from each other and the court accepted this 
reasoning.     
 
In our opinion the national legislation is not appropriate in this regard and is not in line with 
the provisions of the EIA directive.46 Based on the Government Decree No. 314/2005 (XII. 
25.) on environmental impact assessment and the uniform environmental use permits47 only 
those facilities can be regarded as connecting facilities which all are realized on the  
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http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/pdf/Note%20-%20Interpretation%20of%20Directive%2085-337-
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installation site and only those works can be regarded as associated works, which (inter alia) 
are all realized on the same or neighbouring properties. 
 
Based on the practice, this definition excludes all of those activities and facilities which are 
planned to be realized in the framework of the same investment, but are not planned on the 
same property or on the neighbouring properties. In our point of view, facilities which are 
optionally kilometers from each other can be regarded as associated activities as well 
(certainly based on the given circumstances) where, based on a center of gravity test, the 
associated works are inextricably linked to the main works. Certainly this question needs in 
the practice a case-by case evaluation.  
 

9. Actual status of the case 
 
It has to be noted, that after 4 years of judicial procedure, due the the revision of the 
national court system in 2012 the case get to a different court and to a different judicial 
chamber. Finally, the court did its final judgement in 2013 and dismissed the action of the 
plaintiffs. Although we still did not get the written decision, the main arguments of the court 
were: 

- As regards the arguments concerning the failures of the public participation: it is not 
stated in the Aarhus Convention, that the public hearing must be held in the 
weekend or in the afternoon. The public participation has been organized by the 
environmental inspectorate, therefore those members of the public who were 
interested, did have the opportunity to participate. 

- As regards connecting facilities and associated works, the court highlighted, that only 
the cement factory was subject of the relevant EIA and IPPC procedure. Neither the 
11 km long conveyor belt, nor the extension of the capacity of the mines were not 
subject of the authorization procedure, therefore the environmental authority did 
not have any obligation to consider the effects of these. 

- As regards the arguments of the plaintiffs, that certain aspects of the investment, like 
social-and economic effects of the project are not elaborated in the EIA 
documentation (the elaboration of these is however required by the national EIA 
legislation), these cannot properly estimated in the case of a planned but still not 
realized project. Based on the court’s oral reasoning, the plaintiffs wish something 
impossible when they argue that also these effects of the project should have been 
introduced in the documentation. 

 
This judgment is final. We now are waiting for the written judgment, and based on the rules 
of the Code of the Civil Procedure (Section 270) we are going to submit a motion for judicial 
review against this final judgment. A motion for the review of a final judgment or a final 
ruling adopted on the merits of the case may be submitted to the Curia - on the grounds of 
infringement - by the party, the intervener, or by any person to whom any provision of the 
decision may be of concern, against the appropriate section.     
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Case law examples from the EU member countries – Romania48 
 
Third and fourth nuclear reactors – public participation, transboundary 
 

1. Short general description of the project  
 
Location of the project 
The Nuclear Power Plant is located in Cernavodă City, with a polulation of 19000 people. 
Near the city there are several large villages. The project is located near several Natura 2000 
areas. 
 
Competent environmental authority 
Ministry of Environment and Climate Changes, Romanian nationality, is the competent 
authority to carry out the evaluation procedure and to release the EIA permit.  
 
Developer 
SC Nuclearelectrica SA, a Romanian state company that is beneficiary of the EIA permit. The 
company was set up for the development of Cernavodă Nuclear Power Plant and 
construction of the third and fourth nuclear reactors. 
 

2. Description of the project and of the EIA procedure 
 
The project started during communism using CANDU technology and foresees 4 reactors. 
The project envisaged 5 reactors (all 5 in various construction stages by the time the 
communist regime fell in 1989). The first 2 were already set up (commissioning years 1996 
and 2007). Now the Government intends to complete 2 more nuclear reactors. For these 
two the request for EIA permit was submitted in 2006. In 2007 the public debate took place 
based on an environmental impact assessment report. To this report several modifications 
were asked. NGOs had comments and questions that were sent to the developer, SC 
Nuclearelectrica SA, a state company created for this project through a Governmental 
Decision. In 2010 as a consequence of changing EIA legislation, an adequate evaluation 
assessment was requested along with modifications to the environmental impact 
assessment. These studies and the answers to the comments of the public from 2007 were 
posted on website in August 2012 according to the website without any public participation 
procedure opportunities. No public debate or public inquiry was organized for the new 
studies. On 26 September 2012 the decision to issue the environmental permit was issued. 
The public could comment on this decision until 10th October 2012. 
 
For comments to the project please see the Greenpeace report posted on the following 
websites:  
http://www.mmediu.ro/beta/domenii/evaluarea-impactului-asupra-mediului/evaluare-
impact-proiecte/centrala-de-la-cernavoda/ 
http://www.mmediu.ro/beta/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/2012-09-26-decizie-emitere-
acord-am.pdf 
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Although the deadline for comments was very short considering the size of the 
documentation, we sent an administrative complaint against the decision to issue the 
environmental permit. To this complaint we received an answer, dismissing out arguments. 
However, on the website a meeting of the technical committee was announced, to analyze 
our request and decide if the decision to issue the environmental permit is final. We asked 
the Ministry of Environment to inform us about the date of the meeting and to allow us to 
participate to the meeting to sustain our arguments, but to this request we received no 
answer. We received a response to our complaint, rejecting our arguments. Against the 
decision to issue the environmental permit we filed an injunctive relief (case no 
3663/2/2013, The Bucharest Court of Appeal) and an annulment case (case no 3793/2/2013 
The Bucharest Court of Appeal). The court rejected the injunctive relief and now we are in 
the process of filing an appeal. 
 
The main arguments were:  

 Use of “salamy slicing procedure” – the building of the four remaining reactors after 
the first one was established in 1996, before Romania transposed the EU legislation, 
should have been evaluated together and along with ancillary and connected works 
(pollution generated by extraction of uranium, producing the nuclear fuel, waste 
management, transport, etc).  

 The location permit is not valid any more, as it was issued in 1978. The location 
should have been reevaluated in a SEA procedure according to Directive 2001/42/EC, 
transposed in Romania through the Governmental Decision no 1076/2004. 
Cernavodă Nuclear power Plant (first two reactors) operates in Cernavodă City, near 
several Natura 2000 Sites (environmental protected areas at EU level according to 
Directives 2009/147/EC known as Birds Directive and 92/43/EEC, known as Habitats 
Directive transposed in Romania through Emergency Governmental Decision no 
57/2007). 

 The impact on Natura 2000 Site Ostroavele Dunării, ROSPA 0039 was not analysed 

 The cumulative effects of the nuclear project with a project called “The improvement 
of navigation condition on Danube River” (needed to divert water towards the 
nuclear power plant, to secure cooling water levels), were not analyzed. 

 The decision mentions that one protected species of fish will be affected by the 
project (not mentioning which one) as well as the spawn of another, Alosa 
immaculata – Danube shad 

 Alternatives are not thoroughly analyzed – renewable energy production facilities are 
not among the studied alternatives  

 The health impacts of the tritium emissions are not analyzed 

 Impact of the wastes produced by this project is not analyzed. There is no 
management plan for the storage of the waste produced, there isn’t a nuclear waste 
repository in place to shelter such waste and there is no evaluation of the impact 
generated by both the waste repository and the nuclear power plant. 

 The activities regarding uranium extraction, production of nuclear fuel and transport 
are not analyzed – they should have been as they are connected activities likely to 
have a significant impact over the environment. 

 Adequate evaluation study was realized in breach of the habitat and birds directives 
and national legislation  

 Decommissioning plan was not analyzed 
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 Technical conclusions of the projects regarding the fact that the nuclear power plant 
with two more reaction will have no significant impact over the environment, are 
wrong 

 The consequences of accidents or natural cataclysm were not analyzed. They started 
from a false hypothesis that such accidents or catastrophes are not likely to happen 
(although in the last few years severe droughts as well as floods, powerful storms as 
well as other technical malfunctions endangered the nuclear power plant and caused 
several shut downs of the nuclear reactors, and it is recognized that once in 40 year a 
major earthquake of at least 7,5 takes place, and the last one was produced in 1977).  

 The public participation procedure was done in breach of Aarhus Convention 
provisions: not all information was provided and there were no opportunities for the 
public to participate in the decision making process based on the EIA study and 
adequate evaluation study, the public’s opinions were not taken into consideration. 
The answers to the public comments made in 2007 were given in 2012 when the 
documentation was already severely modified. There was not enough time to analyze 
and comment the modification of the documentation done in 2012. The Minister 
claimed that the documentation was posted on line in July, fact contested by us 
because our monitoring activity at that time showed no new documentation added 
on the web site. It was reported in September 2012 shortly before the decision to 
issue the environmental permit was publicized.  

 
3. Description of the relevant national legislation  

 
The right to a healthy and balanced environment is a fundamental right according to Article 
35 from The Romanian Constitution. 
 
The national legislation is adopted as a consequence of transposition of the communitary 
aquis: EIA Directive – 2011/92/EU transposed by Governmental Decision no 445/2009 and 
Order no 1284/2010.  
 
The emergency Governmental ordinance 57/2007 is transposing the Habitats and Birds 
Directive and the Order no 19/2010 is describing the adequate evaluation procedure. 
 

4. Evaluation  
 
The case is showing how the EIA Directive and the Romanian legislation that transposes the 
Directive are at fault due to allowing low quality environmental assessment to be done in EIA 
procedures. It is also emphasizing that the lack of independence of the experts that are 
realizing the EIA assessments is making the entire EIA process useless since the only purpose 
of the assessment is, not to objectively analyze the impact of the project over the 
environment, but to find questionable conclusions favoring the developer. In this case the 
documentation claims that a Natura 2000 site located very close to the NPP will not be 
affected by the project because it is downstream from the point where the warm waters 
from the NPP are meeting the Danube River.  
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The protected species in that Natura 2000 Site called Ostroavele Dunării are mostly birds. 
The study also has vague conclusions related to certain species of protected species (alosa 
imaculata), stating that it is not clear if that species will be or not affected by the project. 
Other examples can be given: in the studies the “experts” are claiming that the protected 
species and habitats, for which the Natura 2000 areas were designated, could not actually be 
found anywhere. The experts are also claiming that such project, like nuclear power plant, 
400 KV overhead electrical power line, dragging and building damns in Danube river, etc, are 
clean technologies and anyway they couldn’t have any adverse effects over the 
environment. The ridiculous conclusions of such studies makes you wonder why those clean 
harmful projects are listed in Annex 1 of EIA Directive and why The Natura 2000 sites were 
designated in the first place if in that area there are no species and habitats that are 
supposed to be protected. The EIA Directive, not ensuring objective expertise in the 
evaluation projects is actually “deleting” the entire environmental legislation that was 
passed at EU level.  
 
This case it is also a good example for the need to regulate the “salami slicing” procedure. In 
this case there are works needed to be done to ensure enough water for cooling 4 reactors 
of the NPP. The works are made in a different project that was evaluated separately. 
Cumulative effects over the affected Natura 2000 sites were not presented.  The project 
regarding an overhead electrical power line that is crossing 5 Natura 2000 areas from 
Cernavodă NPP connecting it with the electrical distribution power lines in Gura Ialomței, is 
evaluated in a different EIA procedure (Cernavodă - Stâlpul overhead electrical power line, of 
400 Kv, double circuit).  
 
This case study is also making a statement regarding the public participation procedure in EIA 
process: 

- In one hand is showing that stricter deadlines for the public to be able to comment 
the documentation are needed: in Romanian legislation there are 20 days provided 
to study the entire documentation – in this case the older legislation provided 30 
days. This period was anyway not enough given the thousands of pages to be 
analyzed. From this point of view, we welcome the new EIA directive proposal. 

- On the other hand, this case is showing the need to have a procedure determined by 
law if the documentation is modified after the public consultation was over, as it 
happened in this case: in July the minister notified the interested public that the 
answers to the questions made in 2007 during the public consultation procedure, are 
available. In late august the modified documentation became available. The Minister 
of Environment used the notification regarding the answers to the comment to claim 
that they also notified the public in July regarding the new documentation release. In 
this way they avoided the consultation for the revised documentation.  Such situation 
should be avoided through a clear procedure established also for such situations.  

 
And finally, this case is making a last stand about the general purpose of the EIA Directive. It 
is very clear that, due to the obvious gaps of the EIA Directive, its achieved goal it is to give a 
green glamour to very dangerous projects and make them look “clean” in front of the 
general public, and not a real protection of the environment. 
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2D Seismic prospecting 
 

1. Short general description of the project  
 
Location  
The project is located in Constanța County, crossing 9 Natura 2000 areas and also at the 
border with Bulgary, country that prohibited shale gases projects.  
 
Competent environmental authority 
Constanța Environmental Protection Agency 
 
Developer  
SC Chevron Romania Exploration and Production SRL – Romanian Branch of Chevron 
Romania Holding BV. The company obtained the concessions and exploration licenses for 
shale gas. The prospecting is done based on such license.  
 

2. Description of the project and the EIA procedure 
 
In 24 July 2013 the developer requested an environmental permit for the 2D seismic 
prospection project. The Environmental Protection Agency issued  a screening decision 
stating that this project does not need an EIA permit, but only a Natura 2000 permit, 
following the adequate evaluation procedure. The decision could be commented by the 
public until 12th of August 2013. 
 
According to the presentation of the project provided by the developer, the project assumes 
the existence of seismic signal generating locations (point of generation) which, through 
various methods (vibration control or controlled detonation - see description method in 
3.5.2 (this chapter is missing from the presentation). generation of seismic waves) generate a 
seismic signal (seismic wave). Seismic signal generating sources are located along lines 
(seismic) of 5 to 50 m, and the sources of signal reception (geofons) are placed at intervals of 
3 to 25 m. The seismic signal emitted successively from every point of generation, is 
reflected on the surface of the objective researcher at different depths in the basement, 
where the reception received by a device composed of geophones, plugs and cable seismic, 
all linked to a seismic station (see Figures 12 and 13). Seismic profiles are executed in turn, 
forward speed is 3-10 km day. 
 
We couldn’t find in the technical presentation of the project any chapter describing the 
quality, quantity and the intensity of the detonations needed.  
 
The technical presentation states that no environmental permit is needed for prospection 
because the project is not listed in Annex 1 or 2 of the EIA Directive.  
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We think it is true that the project regarding seismic prospection or shale gases are not listed 
in the Annexes of the EIA Directive. However we wonder: 

a) These projects are not listed because they could never have an adverse effect over 
the environment, or because they didn’t existed in 1985 when the Annexes were 
drafted? Should they be included or not the EIA Directive?  

b) Should seismic prospecting be a separate part of shale gas extraction projects, 
evaluated separately?  

c) Could explosions made from 3 to 25 meters have any impact on the environment of 
human health? 

 
In our view, such projects should be subject to EIA procedure and also to Espoo Convention 
as, the explosions and seismic waves following, even if hopefully not destructive (this should 
be determined in a proper EIA process) could be crossing the geopolitical border with 
Bulgaria.  
 
The prospection should be a part of the shale gas extraction project and shouldn’t be 
evaluated separately.  
 
It is very dangerous in our view that the shale gas extraction project is split in such smaller 
pieces finally avoiding completely or reducing dramatically the area of the EIA procedure.  
 

3. Description of the relevant national legislation  
 
The right to a healthy and balanced environment is a fundamental right according to art 35 
from the Romanian Constitution. 
 
The national legislation is adopted as a consequence of transposition of the Community 
acquis: EIA Directive – 2011/92/EU transposed by Governmental Decision no 445/2009 and 
Order no 1284/2010.  
The emergency Governmental ordinance 57/2007 is transposing the Habitats and Birds 
Directive and the Order no 19/2010 is describing the adequate evaluation procedure. 
 

4. Evaluation  
 
The revised EIA Directive should provide firm regulation against salami slicing and should 
include the shale gas in Annex 1 of the directive, avoiding development of such exploitations 
without an environmental assessment.  
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Case law examples from the EU member countries – Spain49 
 
Case Study on access to justice against screening decisions on EIA 
 

1. Legal Framework  
 
Royal Legislative Decree 1/2008, of 11 January, which approves the Consolidated Law on 
Environmental Impact Assessment (RLD 1/2008) transposed the EIA Directive into Spanish 
Law. Article 1.2. of RD 1/2008 states that the EIA is part of a procedure for approving or 
authorizing a project. The objective is to introduce environmental considerations in the 
procedure for granting an authorization to a project by the substantive body50. This is very 
important as it has implications for the moment when the public can have access to justice 
against a screening decision.  
 
Article 3.2. of RD 1/2008 provides that all project shall be subject to an EIA when the 
environmental body51 decides so based on criteria listed in Annex III of this RD. The EIA may 
decide not to subject a project to EIA. The decision to subject or not a project to EIA must be 
reasoned and public52.  
 
It is important to take into consideration that Article 107 of Law 30/1992, of 26 November, 
on the Legal Regime of Public Administrations and of the Common Administrative Procedure 
provides that “administrative decisions and incidental administrative acts, if the later directly 
or indirectly decide on the merits of the case , or determine the impossibility to continue with 
the procedure or generates defencelessness or an irreversible damage to legitimate rights or  
interest can be subject to administrative review procedures filed by the interested parties (...) 
The opposition to the rest incidental administrative acts cannot be argued by interested 
parties until there is an administrative decision finalizing the administrative procedure”. 
These provisions are paramount to understand access to justice in EIA procedures since the 
EI Statement of the environmental body is considered an incidental administrative act which 
is part of the project authorization procedure. Therefore, an EI Statement cannot be 
challenged first at the administrative level and after before a judge or Court of Justice until a 
decision on the authorization is issued.   
 
What status has a screening decision under Spanish Law? Is it also an incidental 
administrative act and therefore cannot be challenged through an administrative review- 
this is necessary when the authority issuing the decision has higher hierarchical official- and 
after to a judicial review (access to justice) until the authorization decision is issued or has a 
different legal nature? To answer these questions we have studied a judgment of the 
Spanish Supreme Court on a screening decision.  
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2. Title of the Case 
 
Judgment of the Spanish Supreme Court 2092/2011 of 08.04.2011.  
 

3. Description of the case 
 
This judgment decides on the cassation filed by the plaintiff Finca Pontaina against a 
judgment of the Administrative Chamber of the Supreme Court of Cantabria of 29.12.2006 
being the Government of Cantabria the defendant. The judgment of the Supreme Court of 
Cantabria did not admit the law suit filed by Finca Pontaina against a decision on the 
administrative review filed but that Finca against the Decision of the Director General of the 
Environment of 10.01.2005 deciding to close the environmental impact assessment 
procedure for the urban project entitled “ Parcial plan SNUP-10” to be located in the 
municipality of Piélagos. This court alleged that the challenged decision was an incidental 
administrative act.   
 
The project is an urbanization project included in Annex II of Royal Decree 1/2008.  
 
The subject matter of this case is the legal nature of and the possibility of being challenged 
before a court the administrative act (the decision) by the Director General deciding that the 
EIA procedure was not necessary and therefore to close the request for an EI Statement.   
 
The Spanish Supreme Court considered that on the contrary to EIA Statements which are 
incidental administrative acts not finalizing a procedure and therefore by its nature are part 
of a procedure being impossible its challenging independently from the final decision, the 
administrative act of an environmental body deciding that an EIA is not necessary and 
closing the request without proceeding to the EIA is a qualified incidental act. This kind of 
qualified incidental act determines the impossibility to continue the procedure and by this 
reasons can be challenged. As a consequence the Spanish Supreme Court admits the law suit 
filed by Finca Pontania annulling the decision of the Director General of 10.01.2005 and the 
decision which confirmed that decision by administrative silence.  
 
One part of this judgement states: 
 
“The Decision of the Cantabria DG Environment challenged in this case and its reaffirmation 
by administrative silence of the Cantabria Minister of Environment in the administrative 
review procedure are qualified incidental acts having full autonomy and independence to be 
challenged. On the contrary to EI Statements this administrative act decides that the EIA is 
not necessary and closes the application. Therefore it is an act which closes the possibility to 
continue the procedure”.  
 

4. Conclusions 
 
The Spanish Supreme Court has interpreted on the possibility to Challenger screening 
decisions in the following manner: 
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a) The administrative acts being part of an EIA procedure and in particular the EI 
Statement are incidental administrative acts not final and are integrated by their 
nature within a procedure. For this reason they cannot be indenpendently challenged 
from the final decision of the same procedure. Therefore, when the procedure is still 
pending the negative or possitive EIA Statement of an environmental body cannot be 
challenged before a court independently from the final decision of the authorization 
procedure.  

 
b) The Supreme Court considers the decisions on screening as a qualified administrative 

act finalizing the EIA procedure and for this reason can be directly and independently 
challenged from the authorization decision.  

 
c) We see certain inconsistency with the position of the Spanish SC as the urbanization 

procedure continued. Following the very same argument the screening decision 
could be challenged once there is a final decision in the authorizing procedure. 
Nevertheless, this will represent a delayed in the possibility to accede to justice as it 
happens in practice with EIA Statements.  

 
Our final conclusion is that in Spain there is access to justice to challenge a screening 
decision. This challenged can take place immediately after the decision is taken while a 
positive or negative EIA Statement cannot be challenged after the decision on the 
authorization of the project is taken.  
 
 
Case Study on alternatives in EIA procedures 
 
Legal Framework  
 
Article 5.1 d) and Annex IV.2 of Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the 
Council, of 13 December 2011, on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private 
projects on the environment (EIA Directive) provide that in projects to be subject to 
environmental impact assessment, Member States shall take the necessary measures so that 
the developer of the project provide, among other information, a summary of the main 
alternatives studied by the developer, as well as the main reasons for his choice, taking into 
account the environmental impact. 
 
Royal Legislative Decree 1/2008, of 11 January, which approves the Consolidated Law on 
Environmental Impact Assessment (RLD 1/2008), which transposed the EIA Directive into 
Spanish Law, provides in Article 6.1 b), the need to identify the main alternatives considered 
and the analysis of their potential impacts for projects listed in its Annex I. Furthermore, 
Article 16.1 b) also details the need to include the main studied alternatives for 
environmental impact assessments of those projects listed in its Annex II. 
 
Recently, a process to amend RDL 1/2008 has been opened with the Draft Proposal for 
Amending Environmental Assessment Act on 18.04.2013. This Draft Proposal includes in 
Article 35.1 b), contained in Chapter 2nd, on Environmental Impact Assessment that, the 
developer shall prepare the environmental impact study, which shall contain, among other  
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information, the "outline of the main studied alternatives studied ... and justification of the 
main reasons of the adopted solution taking into account the environmental effects. 
 
Therefore, the transposition includes the requirement to study alternatives and the 
proposed amendment shall reflect that requirement of the EIA Directive in an almost literal 
manner.  
 
It follows an analysis of two case studies to examine how this requirement is applied in 
Spain. One case study relates to a project included in Annex II and the other to a project 
included in Annex I of RLD 1/2008.   
 
 
CASE 1 
 

1. Title of the Case: Siroco Exploratory Gas Prospection 
 
By resolution of June 22, 2011 the Secretary of State for Climate Change adopted a positive 
environmental impact statement on the Siroco Exploratory Gas Prospection project. 
 

2. Description of the project 
 
The project consists on researching the gas potential of a Mediterranean coastal area 
(province of Malaga). This kind of projects is included in paragraph a) of Group 3 of Annex II 
of RLD 1/2008. The third group refers to extractive industries and includes deep 
perforations. The project was subjected to EIA. 
 
The project developer is Repsol Oil Research, SA (RIPSA). According to RLD 1/2008 the 
substantive body is Directorate General (DG) for Energy Policy and Mines, Ministry of 
Industry, Tourism and Trade. 
 
The project will be developed with the scope of Royal Decree 248/2004, of February 6, which 
granted hydrocarbons research permits called Siroco-A, Siroco-B and Siroco-C, located in the 
province of Malaga and the Mediterranean Sea. Specifically, the project "Siroco Exploratory 
Perforation" will be carried out in the area of the hydrocarbons research permit called 
Siroco-A. 
 
According to the developer, the strategic justification of the project is found at 3 levels: 
 

 Legal: there is a legal requirement that establishes the obligation to maintain at all 
times minimum security stocks of oil products, in the amount, shape and location 
determined by Government regulations. 

 Socioeconomic, by the need to dispose of  sites providing security to the system and 
strategic reserves to counteract Spain's foreign dependence on natural gas. 

 Technical and environmental, due to the project's contribution to the knowledge of 
the performance area. 
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Siroco´s exploratory drilling will take place in the outer continental shelf of the Alboran Sea, 
about 9 km south of the town of Mijas and 12 kilometres southwest of Fuengirola, in the 
province of Malaga. It will reach a maximum depth of 1,600 meters, with a water depth of 
165 meters. 
 
 

 
 
Only proposes one alternative, 600 meters southeast of that location, to solve any technical 
problems during anchoring drilling platform or if the results so warrant, more detailed 
studies. 
 
The well will be drilled using the drilling rig Noble Ferrington Hommer, or the like which is a 
semi-submersible drilling unit. The drilling rig is anchored on the spot by eight anchors, 
which will be fixed in seafloor during drilling. The drilling rig will have a helipad, security 
systems (well control system, gas detection system, fire control system, emergency power 
generation, marine rescue systems) and environmental protection systems (system sanitary 
wastewater treatment and laundry, kitchen and bathrooms, and drainage system). The 
platform will have the logistical support of three boats (2 support and 1 delivery). 
 
The drilling activity, which shall last 29 days, will comprise the following phases: 
 

a) Mobilization and anchor (positioning) of the drilling rig. The rig will be transported 
to the location for drilling a tunnel through tug boats. It will be anchored by eight 
anchor lines that will have more than 1 km in length. Anchors are deposited and fixed 
on the seabed with the help of specialized vessels, that the drag of 3-5 meters in 
length to nail from 1.5 to 2 meters deep. The anchors already installed will be marked 
with buoys. 

b) Drilling of exploration wells. The Siroco exploration will be drilled in vertical path 
until it reaches its final position in the warehouse. 

c) Production tests will be done in the exploration after drilling to evaluate the 
potential production of gas storage. If the tests are positive, it wil proceed to the 
abandonment of the well, by covering it to prevent migration of fluids into the sea 
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d) Disembedding and demobilization of the drilling rig. After covering or abandoning 
the well the situation of the well shall be notified to the competent Authorities and 
proceed to disembedding and demobilizing the drilling rig. Anchors shall be removed 
from the seabed hoisting and returning them to the platform. The platform shall be 
towed and reused in another testing. 

 
2.1 Identified environmental Impacts in the surroundings of the project 

 
The testing place is located outside the area defined by the Natura 2000 network. 
The test shall be carried out in the Alboran Sea at the Mediterranean whose oceanographic 
features enable an extraordinary biodiversity. Near the site of the project various protected 
areas are found such as the SCI of Calahonda. 
 
The area also is a major migratory route for land and sea birds given the proximity of the 
Strait of Gibraltar. Some of these birds, except the gannet, are included in Annex IV of Law 
42 / 2007 of December 13, Natural Heritage and Biodiversity which lists species to be subject 
to special conservation measures concerning their habitat in order to ensure their survival 
and reproduction in their range. Furthermore, the Alboran Sea is a crucial stage in the 
migration of cetaceans and sea turtles. It has been proposed as an area of interest for 
cetaceans (Mediterranean-DG Project Conservation of Nature) and a priority area for 
cetaceans and marine reptiles, which requires management plans for conservation. The area 
also provides habitat for other species such as the common dolphin and bottlenose dolphin.  
 
All species of cetaceans and turtles listed above are included in Annex V of the Law 42/2007, 
of December 13, Natural Heritage and Biodiversity Animal and plant species of Community 
interest in need of strict protection. 
 
The project has found a widespread rejection among various interest groups and 
associations, like Oceana or Ecologists in Action which submitted comments during the 
public information procedure. In addition, they were considered as interested parties and 
broader opportunities to submit their comments. 
 

2.2. Identified environmental impacts identified of the project 
 

- Waste sludge and rubble generated during the drilling  
- Potential Impacts on species in the environment (Posidonia, ocean, whales, turtles, 

birds and marine invertebrates), due to: noise pollution, fuel spills and other 
hazardous substances.  

- Impact on fisheries due to noise generated and spills on the platform 
- Brine discharge (not initially considered in the project). 

 
In addition to these impacts, Oceana contends that  in August 2011, they had the 
opportunity to explore and document the precise locations where the aforementioned 
hydrocarbon explorations will take place. Using an underwater robot (ROV). They 
documented the presence of several habitats listed as natural habitat type 1170 Reefs under 
the Directive 92/43/EEC, such as mollusk reefs and mixed facies of gorgonians. They  also 
noted nine species protected under other international and national legislations. Nor the 
Environmental Impact Study nor the Environmental Impact Statement contains any mention  
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to these habitats present in the area, what Oceana considers a serious inaccuracy. If it is 
finally authorized, the authorization will be granted under misleading information what will 
damage or even destroy the existing protected habitat and species in contravention with 
international environmental law and EU environmental legal order. 
 

2.3. Project Alternatives 
 

2.3.1. Alternative location 
 
Alternative 0: Location. The two alternatives described above are only proposed with a 
distance between them of 600 meters, restricting others, because the characteristics and 
location of the geological structure that seeks to explore and bathymetric features of the 
seabed, restrict positioning alternatives 
 

2.3.2. Technical Alternatives 
 
These are established on the treatment of the cuttings and sludge generated in the drilling 
phase.  
 
Alternative 1: The exhausted gravel and sludge discharged in a controlled manner from the 
platform through the Caisson (deep foundation pit) between 6 and 15 m below the water 
level. No  transport of these materials is done neither landfills are used. 
 
Alternative 2: The exhausted rubble and sludge are separated and dehydrated in the 
platform. The cuttings are discharged in a controlled manner from the platform to the sea as 
in the previous case, while the sludge is transferred to the ground where they will be 
managed by authorized agents. 
 
Alternative 3: The rubble and sludge are separated exhausted and dehydrated on the 
platform and then transported to shore for management by authorized agents. 
 
After analyzing the impact of each of these alternatives, the developer selected Alternative 2 
as the most favourable from an environmental point of view. According to the developer, 
this alternative minimizes the effects of the turbidity caused by the cuttings and sludge 
discharge in alternative 1 and involves less impacts above the ground (occupying a smaller 
area in the landfill) than in Alternative 3 and on the air quality and the networks and 
infrastructure (fewer waste transportation trips). However, as a result of the public 
information phase, the developer took the recommendation of the Spanish Oceanographic 
Institute and of the Provincial Delegation of the Ministry of Environment at the Junta de 
Andalucía an alternative 3 will be applied meaning that waste will be transported to land for 
management.  
 

3. Final Conclusions of the EIA Statement 
 
The main elements of the final decision indicate that preventive and corrective measures 
taken by the project developer are considered adequate. Thus, the Secretary of State for 
Climate Change granted a positive EIA Statement under the condition that the project runs 
following alternative 3.  
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4. Conclusions regarding the degree of practical implementation of the alternatives in 
the project  as required by legislation in force 

 
Regarding alternatives, we believe that the location of the project (key aspect) has not 
fulfilled this requirement on alternatives due to the high ecological interest of the site, as 
discussed above. The main law objective regarding choosing alternatives is not being 
achieved. In the alternative proposed by the developer there is no evidence of any change in 
the environmental condition of the project because the platform would still be located in the 
same area just 600 meters way what means that environmental impacts would be the very 
same. Likewise, the developer itself justifies its alternatives on technical reasons and not on 
environmental conditions. 
 
The authorization to carry out this exploratory survey drilling is still pending. 
 
 
CASE 2 
 

1. Title of the Case  
 
Combined cycle power plant of 850 MWe at the municipality of Fayón, Zaragoza. 
 

2. Description of the project 
 
This kind of project is included in paragraph b.1 Group 3 of Annex I of Royal Decree 1/2008 
of January 11. This means that an EIA procedure is compulsory. 
 
The purpose of the project is the construction of a combined cycle power plant of 850 MW 
nominal electric power generation at a site near the town of Fayón, in the province of 
Zaragoza. The thermal power estimated from the performance of the system is of 1450 MW. 
 
The project developer is "Endesa Generación, SA" and the substantive body is the 
Directorate General for Energy Policy and Mines of the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and 
Trade. 
 
The developer reasoned this project on the growing trend of electricity demand, an 
expected consequence of economic growth, and aging of the Spanish fleet of power plants53. 
However, this reason is insufficient because it did not analyze to what extent the 
construction of this plant would contribute to regional balance (both provincial and regional) 
between generation and consumption, it did not identified the consumption centers which 
intended to supply nor the electricity demand forecast and the power required to cover it. 
 

2.1.  Identified environmental impacts in the project surroundings 
 
The facility was to be built in an area of high ecological value were several protected areas 
belonging to the Natura 2000 network are found. 

                                                           
53

 It is important to take into consideration that the authorization for this project was submitted in 2008 a time 
when Spain was not under the current economic crisis.  
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2.2. Analysis of the alternatives 
 
As for the alternative location of the power plant the developer proposed none. 
 
During the public information phase the consulted municipalities and the DG for 
Environmental Quality and Assessment (the environmental body) stated that if the 
developer considered that the power plant  and / or its associated infrastructure would 
cause significant damage to the integrity of the site  the lack of feasible alternatives should 
be justified as well as the overriding public interest which require the execution of the 
project including compensatory measures to ensure that the overall coherence of Natura 
2000 is protected 
 
The developer submitted a series of alternatives. The environmental analysis for alternatives 
selection of alternatives submitted in the EIA Study identifies three kinds of alternatives (in 
addition to the zero alternative that would represent not building the plant), which are:  
 

- Alternative processes: hydroelectric, nuclear, conventional thermal power plant with 
different fuel types, CTCC natural gas, renewable energy, energy imports by 
international connection through France. 

- Alternative location: river, lake and sea.  
- Volume alternatives: smaller power equal to or greater than 850 MW. 

 
The analysis of alternatives presented in the EIA Study did not fulfilled the indications made 
by DG for Biodiversity and DG for Environmental Quality and Assessment in the consultation 
phase since it did not contained any alternative sites to avoid the coincidence with spaces 
belonging to the Network Natura 2000 or to justify the overriding public interest of the 
project. 
 

3. Final Conclusions of the EIA Statement 
 
Accordingly, the Secretary of State for Climate Change granted a negative statement for the 
project combined cycle power plant of 850 MWe, municipality of Fayón (Zaragoza) based on 
a series of arguments: Alternatives for location were not submitted nor analysed outside 
areas of Natura 2000, in addition the absence of impacts to those areas was not proven 
neither an overriding public interest requiring to locate the project in that area was justified.  
 

4. Conclusions regarding the degree of practical implementation of the alternatives in 
the project as required by legislation in force 

 
In this case the absence of alternatives by the Developer is one of the main reasons for 
granting a negative EIA Statement. Therefore, the EIA Directive requirement on alternatives 
has been achieved.  
 
Given the two case studies and other experiences we can conclude that EIA Studies 
submitted by developers are in general very poor considering alternatives. Therefore, there 
is a need to reinforce this aspect in subsequent amendments to the EIA Directive.  
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